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ABSTRACT
Explicit analytical solutions are derived for the static load carrying capacity
of double-lap adhesive-bonded joints. The analyses extend the elastic solution
of Volkersen and cover adhesive plasticity, adherend stiffness imbalance and
thermal mismatch between the adherends. Both elastic-plastic and bi-elastic
adhesive representations lead to the explicit result that the influence of the
adhesive on the maximum potential bond strength is defined uniquely by the
strain energy in shear per unit area of bond. Failures induced by peel
stresses at the ends of the joint are examined. This failure mode is partic-
ularly important for composite adherends. The explicit solutions are suffic-
iently simple to be used for design purposes.
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FOREWORD
This report was prepared by the Douglas Aircraft Company, McDonnell Douglas
Corporation, Long Beach, California under the terms of Contract NASl-l1234.
One summary report (NASA CR 2218) and four technical reports (NASA CR I12235,
-6, -7, and -8) cover the work, which was performed between November 1971 and
January 1973. The program was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia. Dr. M. F. Card
and Mr. H. G. Bush were the Contracting Agency's Technical Monitors.
The basic concept of bonded joint shear analysis by classical mechanics of
continuous structures in terms of the elastic-plastic adhesive model was devel-
oped initially under Douglas IRAD funding between 1968 and 1970. This contract
has permitted the work to be expanded greatly in both scope and detail. All of
the peel-stress studies were performed under this contract.
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SUMMARY
This report covers the analysis of adhesive-bonded double-lap joints by means
of elastic-plastic analytical techniques. Explicit solutions are derived. The
classical elastic analysis by Volkersen, which accounted for only adherend
stiffness imbalance, is extended to include adhesive plasticity and adherend
thermal mismatch. The formulas derived are sufficiently simple for design use,
yet account for more parameters than have been included in previous published
analyses.
Three important characteristics of double-lap joints are deduced. The first is
that there is a definite limit to the bond strength developable between specif-
ied adherends for a particular adhesive. The load capacity increases with over-
lap only until a defined value is attained. Beyondthat overlap, no greater
load transfer can be effected. The load transfer is confined to two end zones
(only one in the case of severely dissimilar adherends) with a lightly-loaded
elastic trough in between. The extent of these end zones is limited and
expressed independently of the total overlap.
The second inherent characteristic of double-lap joints is that the maximum
potential bond shear strength is determined by the adhesive strain energy in
shear per unit bond area. This single adhesive parameter is the necessary and
sufficient characterization. That this is so has been established in terms of
a bi-elastic adhesive analysis in which it was demonstrated that all such
adhesive characterizations (two straight lines) having the samestrain energy
(area under the stress-strain curve) and samefailure stress and strain develop
precisely the samemaximumbond strength between the sameadherends. The
precise shape of the stress-strain curve has no effect on the limiting joint
strength. The shape can affect only the adhesive shear stress distribution
along the overlap.
The third feature of this analysis is that it shows precisely howmuchmore of
a problem are the adhesive peel stresses at the ends of the overlap than are
the associated shear stresses. This peel problem is acute for thick composite
adherends and imposes an effective limit on the thickness of adherends which
can be bonded efficiently by means of a uniform double-lap joint. Beyond that
thickness, it is necessary to use a more efficient tapered-lap joint, stepped-
lap joint, or scarf joint.
Joint efficiency charts are provided for common adherend materials. Because it
had not been anticipated hitherto that there was a need to characterize the
adhesive film in peel as well as in shear, portions of these charts are specul-
ative. The shear properties selected represent typical properties for the best
350 °F curing ductile and brittle (high-temperature) structural epoxy-base
adhesives available. These charts show how, for thin adherends, the potential
bond shear and peel strengths exceed by far the adherend strengths. Then, for
moderate thicknesses, the limited shear strength of the adhesive may limit the
joint strength. For thicker adherends, the limiting factor is invariably the
peel strength of the adhesive for metal adherends or the interlaminar tension
strength of the laminate for filamentary composite adherends.
I. INTRODUCTION
Adhesive bonded joints are already playing a significant role in the develop-
ment and production of metal aircraft structures and the indications are strong
that such joints will be of even greater importance in filamentary composite
structures. Various theoretical analyses have been performed, of which those
by Volkersen (Reference l) in 1938 for double-lap joints and by Goland and
Reissner (Reference 2) in 1944 for single-lap joints are the classical refer-
ences. They provided considerable elucidations of the qualitative behavior of
joints under load. However, the theoretical analyses are based on certain
simplifications in order to achieve tractable results and the consequent quant-
itative agreement with experiment has hitherto been less than adequate to form
a basis for design without empirical modification. The objective of the pres-
ent formulation is to modify the theoretical analyses to the extent necessary
to achieve adequate correlation with experiment. Such new analyses must still
be sufficiently simple for use in design.
The key to the improvement of this work over that published previously is the
use of an elastic-plastic adhesive representation instead of either a purely-
elastic or mathematically intractable non-linear characterization. The justif-
ication for this is that the mathematically more complex arbitrary bi-elastic
representation is shown to predict the same joint strengths as the simpler
elastic-plastic analysis. It transpires that the adhesive strain energy in
shear per unit area of bond is the single necessary and sufficient adhesive
characterization to predict the potential shear strength of a bonded joint.
The rational basis for design, then, is the adhesive stress-strain curve in
shear, derived experimentally on either a torsion-ring or thick-adherend appar-
atus. The merit of the elastic-plastic formulation is that it permits explicit
analytical solutions to be derived for all the features of prime importance.
Other representations have not permitted this advantage.
The factors accounted for in this analysis include adhesive plasticity, adher-
end stiffness imbalance, adherend thermal mismatch, the nature of the load (be
it tensile lap-shear, compressive lap-shear or in-plane lap-shear), and the
effect of the peel stresses at the end(s) of the joint. Of these, only the
adherend stiffness imbalance had been accounted for explicity before. The peel
stress problem, particularly characteristic of the failure modesfor composite
laminates, had been largely overlooked for double-lap joints, even though its
importance had been realized for single-lap joints.
The understanding of the phenomenapertaining to double-lap bonded joints
depends upon approaching the problem in terms of joint efficiency. The essence
of the problem is depicted in Figure I. A scarf joint between identical adher-
ends has a nearly uniform shear stress (and strain) in the adhesive as a result
of uniform stress throughout the adherends. However, in a uniform lap joint
most of the load is transferred through narrow highly-stressed end zones separ-
ated by an inefficient lightly-stressed elastic trough. The riveted lap joint
has the samenon-uniform load transfer as the bonded lap joint; the outer rows
of rivets are the most highly stressed. The analyses predict that practically
all of the load transferred between these adherends passes through these effect-
ive end zones which are found to have a characteristic extent independent of the
total overlap. The analyses cited above, like those of Plantema (Reference 3)
and Szepe (Reference 4) also, are based on the assumption of linearly elastic
materials. Therefore their analyses lack the plastic end zones inherent in the
analysis presented herein, which establishes that muchof the past discrepancy
between theory and experiment may be ascribed to this factor. The influence of
plasticity in the adhesive is revealed to be so great an increase in the potent-
ial shear strength of the bond that in manycases failure must be initiated in
the adherends, as observed experimentally.
The technique of the present analysis is illustrated in the body of the report
by considering one factor at a time. The completely general analysis is pre-
sented in Appendix Al. The report begins with the effect of adhesive plasticity
on a balanced joint(Section 2). Next, (Section 3) the arbitrary bi-elastic
adhesive characterization is shownto lead to the sameresult, justifying the
use of the mathematically more convenient elastic-plastic formulation. Then,
in turn, the strength reductions associated with adherend thermal and stiffness
imbalances, acting independently, are explained in Sections 4 and 5 respective-
ly. The problem of the peel stresses at the ends of the outer adherends foll-
ows, (Section 6), and it is found to dominate the behavior of the thicker
composite adherends. Accounting for adhesive plasticity has raised the predict-
ed shear strength capacity of bonded joints to the level at which it becomes
necessary to examine also adherend-induced failures of, or at the edge of, the
joint (Section 7). The inclusion of thermal effects necessitates a distinction
between compressive and tensile shear loading of a double-lap joint (Section
8). In-plane (edgewise) shear loading is shown in Section 9 to be governed by
differential equations of the same form and the equivalent joint parameters are
identified. Mixed-modulus adhesive-bonded joints are discussed in Section lO.
The effects of the various joint parameters are elucidated in Section II, while
Section 12 explains how to use the design methods, and prepare design charts,
for double-lap bonded joints. Conclusions are reached in Section 13 and the
computer program developed is listed in Appendix A2, along with sample outputs
and brief user instructions.
2. BALANCEDOUBLE-LAPJOINTS(ELASTIC-PLASTICANALYSIS)
The classical analysis by Volkersen (Reference l) allows for only the stresses
arising from the differential straining in lap joints and is restricted to
elastic adhesive behavior. It forms the basis of the development here account-
ing for adhesive plasticity and thermal mismatch between the adherends, along
with the adherend stiffness imbalance previously included. This section is
restricted to consideration of adhesive non-linear behavior, independently of
any adherend imbalance effects, to demonstrate the important conclusion that
the maximumjoint strength betweengiven identical adherends is defined uniquely
by the adhesive strain energy in shear. This conclusion is independent of the
precise form of the stress-strain curve for the adhesive (as demonstrated by the
bi-elastic solution in Section 3), and of any individual adhesive characteristic
such as the initial elastic modulus.
Figure 2 depicts the geometry and nomenclature for the analysis of a symmetric
double-lap joint. The conditions of longitudinal force-equilibrium for a
differential element cl_within the joint are
dT dT.
i
= o (1)°+ T = 0 , - ,
where the subscripts o and i refer, respectively, to the outer and inner adher-
ends, the inner adherend being acted on by the shear stresses in the adhesive
on each side. The stress-strain relations for the assumed elastic adherend
yield
d_ T d6. T.
0 0 1 1
dx E t dx E.t.
0 0 i 1
As a first approximation, the adhesive shear strain is taken as
(2)
(a.-a)
1 0 (3)
Within the elastic region (of length a), the adhesive shear stress is
assumed * to be
= Gy = ) = f(x)
n
while, throughout the remaining plastic region, the adhesive shear stress is
taken as
T = Tp = constant
Eliminating _i and a°
dy 1 / T i T
= _ O
dx n Eit i E to o
The use of equations (I) to eliminate T. and T
l 0
differential equation
between equations (2) and (3) produces
)
then yields the governing
d2y I( I 2)
dx 2 n E t E.t.
0 0 i I
(4)
(s)
(6)
o (7)
Within the elastic region around the center of the joint, this equation
becomes
* (The relation (4) used both by Volkersen (Reference l) and by Goland and
Reissner (Reference 2) implies not only a linear stress-strain relation in shear
but also a uniform shear stress distribution across the thickness. It is this
latter assumption which leads the theory to predict a non-zero shear stress at
the load-free ends of the adhesive. However, the finite-element analyses of
bonded joints by Teodosiadis (Reference 5) have revealed that this error affects
the shear stress distribution only within a distance, from the ends, of a few
times the adhesive layer thickness. This factor is important for the purely-
elastic solution, with its characteristically sharp spikes at the ends of the
shear stress distribution, which significantly over-estimates the shear stress
at the ends of the joints. However, the practical adhesives all exhibit some
non-linear behavior prior to failure and this proves to be a more powerful
factor in softening the shear stress peaks at the ends of the joints than is
inclusion of the variation of shear stress across the thickness of the bond
line. For an elastic-plastic adhesive, it is slightly conservative to neglect
this effect.)
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d2T [ G( 1 2) 2G 2Tp
--- X2_ = 0 X2 = +- = -- =
dx 2 ' n Eoto Eiti Etn Et(ny e)
and has the solution
(8)
T = A cosh(lx) + B sinh(lx) . (9)
The constant B is found to be identically zero for balanced Joints (2E t =
0 0
E.t.) since the adhesive shear stress distribution is necessarily symmetric
1 1
about the x - origin adopted in Figure 2, being the mid-point of the joint.
In the plastic region, of length (6 - d) / 2 at each end of the joint, the
solution of equations (5) and (6) is
(_2) 2y = _ Tp_ + C_ + F
in which _ _ d_, the origin for _ being at x = +a/2.
F and the unknown d/£ are found _ satis_ing the bounda_ conditions
Y : Ye at x = + d / 2 , { = 0 ,
Y = Ye + YP at _ = + (6 - d) / 2 ,
(lO)
The constants A, C, and
(ll)
(12)
d__y_ d__y_ at x : + d / 2 { = 0 , (13)
dx : d_
and
dy P 2x £ X2_
__ = = av av at _ : (6 - d) / 2 , (14)
d_ Eitin Eitin 2G
of which equation (13) ensures continuity in the adherend stresses. (Equation
(14) could alternatively have been derived by consideration of gross horizontal
equilibrium of the joint). Hence
F = Ye = IP / G , (15)
A : Xp I cosh(Xdl2) , (16)
iXZp)
C : ,_-- tanh(Xd/2) ,
(17)
and
k + tanh = tanh 2 + 2_
Ye
(18)
$) tanh(_dl2)_a___v= 1 - + • (19)
'T (_£/2)
P
The precise simultaneous solution of equations (18) and (19) in order to elim-
inate d is accomplished by a digital computer program (listed in Appendix A2)
but, for sufficiently long overlaps, Canh(_d/2) ÷ l, whence
Ta-_,_£ ) + _1+2 _- , (_-_ + ®) . (20)
Tp---_7 Te
The left-hand side of equation (20) is proportional to the load (p = 2_ 6)
av
so that the equation (20) indicates that increasing the overlap beyond an as
yet undefined value yields no significant gain in strength. This is because
the length of the plastic zone, (_-d)/2, is defined by equation (18) as
_(_--_) = IJ 1 + _-Ye 1] (21)
and is defined by the material properties independently of the total overlap of
the joint.
The non-dimensional equation (20) may be re-arranged in the form
P = 2T _ = b + (22)
av pn ,
in which the terms under the latter radical define the strain energy of unit
area of the adhesive film. No other adhesive material properties are involved,
so this establishes the adhesive strain energy in shear as the single necessary
and sufficient characterization of the adhesive to define the maximum bond
strength obtainable between given uniform adherends. While not so readily
evident from the equations, the same holds true for joints between non-identical
uniform adherends also. In the succeeding section the same conclusion is demon-
strated for a bi-elastic adhesive representation. The grouping of terms is such
that n(ye + yp) is the maximum bond-line displacement, so the load can be
lO
computed in terms of directly measurable quantities.
The maximumpotential bond strength above requires at least a moderately long
overlap, with an elastic trough in the middle of the joint. For sufficiently
short overlaps, the joint will be fully plastic throughout and d will be zero.
The limiting overlap, beyondwhich someelastic adhesive strain must be present
follows from equation (18) by setting d equal to zero.
_-_-_ = Y_Y_e. (23)2 transition
In the fully-plastic case, equation (19) predicts that
Ta---_v÷ 1 , (y + o) (24)
T
p
Even in the fully-elastic case, d = _ + O, equation (19) leads to the results
(24). For long overlaps with a purely-elastic adhesive, equation (20) reduces
to the Volkersen solution
(_-_) (yp k_ _) (25)
Xp . 2 . ' ' 2 '
showing a constant load capacity for long overlaps and a steadily decreasing
average shear stress as the overlap increases. It should be noted, however,
that for a long overlap the end stresses (and strains) are invariant with the
length of the overlap; an increase in overlap merely relieves the already low
stresses in the central portion of the joint, whether the adhesive be purely-
elastic or elastic-plastic, and any such increase in overlap in no way affects
the critical stresses and strains in the adhesive.
The solution above is depicted in non-dimensional form in Figures 3 and 4, while
some of the corresponding stress and strain distributions within the joint are
illustrated in Figure 5.
The failure criterion assumed in the analysis above is that of the total shear
strain in the adhesive. The joint failure strengths so predicted should be
checked against the criterion for bond failure in peeling, rather than in shear,
and against the adherend failure (or yield) criteria. These other joint
II
strength cutoffs are discussed in Sections 6 and 7.
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3. BALANCEDOUBLE-LAPJOINTS(BI-ELASTICANALYSIS)
The preceding section demonstrated a versatile technique for characterizing the
adhesive non-linear behavior by representing the actual characteristic as an
equivalent elastic-plastlc formulation, as depicted in Figure 6. The question
arises as to whether any different possible characterization would still have
led to the conclusion that the adhesive strain energy in shear is the single
necessary and sufficient quantity defining the maximum potential joint strength.
This issue is resolved in the affirmative here by showing that any arbitrary
bi-elastic representation (Figure 6) leads to the same result. It is evident,
consequently, that there is little accuracy to be gained by more complex repre-
sentations of the adhesive characteristics. Furthermore, the mathematical con-
venience of standardizing on the elastic-plastic formulation rather than to add
another parameter to the adhesive characterization is thereby justified.
The joint analysis begins in much the same way with equations (1) through (3) of
Section 2. The bi-elastic adhesive characterization, illustrated in Figure 6,
is expressed mathematically by the relations
G
T = GeY =--_e(a i -ao ) = f(x) (26)
n
for the central elastic trough and
T = Xp + Gp(y - ye )
for the end zones of the joint.
= (Ge - Op)Ye + Gpy
= T + G
P P (6 i - _o ) ]Ye (27)
q
(The precise form of these equations was arriv-
ed at by eliminating others which did not yield an explicit formulation to
demonstrate the desired objective. Alternative formulations tried proved the
point at issue only implicitly rather than explicitly).
As for the elastic-plastic adhesive, the governing differential equation proves
to be
13
2
d2y 1 [i____ 2 k e
= - +-- T -- --'c (28)
dx 2 n \Eto o eEit i O
where, for conformity with equation (8), _ 2 is defined here as
e
(_)2 = e +- . (29)
e n Et E.t.
O O I i
The solution of equations (26) and (28) for the central region (of length d) of
the joint follows from
d2y
__. _ 2y = o (30)
dx 2 e
as
y = A cosh(keX) + B sinh(AeX) (31)
in which B is set equal to zero by the choice of the origin of the x-coordinate.
For the outer ends, each of extent (£ - d) / 2, the solution proceeds from the
substitution of equation (27) into equation (28). Thus
---dx2 lp27 = ke2 i - Ye = constant , (32)
where
= -- --+ -- (33)
n Eot o Eit i
The solution is
y = C cosh(A x) + F slnh(l x) - - I Ye
p • p p
(34)
The integration constants A, C and F and the unknown d/_ are found by satisfy-
ing the boundary conditions
Y = Ve x I G at x d 1 2 , { = 0 , (35)
p e
Y = Ye + Yp at _ = (_ - d) / 2 , (36)
dy / dx = dy / d_ at x = d / 2 , _ = 0 , (37)
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and
ay P 2T i 2 (6 - a)
aV e (38)= = = _T £ at _ = .
d_ Eitin Eiti_ 2G e av 2
For the elastic solution, condition (35) converts equation (31) to the form
: [Ye / c°sh(Xea/2)]c°sh(le x) ' (39)
Hence, at the transition in adhesive behavior,
2
(4O)
while
d_ 0 = Flp
(41)
Therefore,
le (led)tanh • (42)F = Ye _-- \T
P
Since y = Ye at _ : 0 [condition (35)],
C = Ye
(43)
From the remaining boundary conditions,
l £-d £-d
(_--Pe) + (_) = (G)cosh[ p(T)] + (_) temh (_) sinh[Ip(T) ] (44)
and
\T/xT/xT,('av//_e£_/tei = (_)sinh[ (L-d)]lpT + (_) tanh ( led)2 cosh[ £-dtp(T)] "(45)
These equations can be solved simultaneously to deduce d and • . The process
av
is somewhat tedious but, in view of its important ramifications, it is summar-
ized as follows. Equations (44) and (45) have the form
A = B coshe + C sinhe ,
15
F = B sinh8 + C cosh8 ,
0 = 1 / - \|£___.=__d]
p
where
P
C = tanh _i , F = _ + e
Ye Gp
Therefore,
sinhe = (AC - BF) / (C2 - B2) , coshe = (AB - FC) / (B2 - C2) .
The hyperbolic functions are eliminated through use of the identity
cosh28 - sinh28 = i ,
Ieading to
(AB - FC) 2 - (AC - BF) 2 = (B 2 - C2)(C 2 - B2)
whence
A2 _ F2 = C2 _ B2 .
Reverting now to the expressions (46) it is found that precisely
(46)
Ye + G_e\ Ye/ " (47)
For the long overlaps of interest at the maximum potential joint strength (the
asymptotes in Figure 3),
whence
Aed
tanh.T ) = 1 , (48)
Thus
i+ +- . (49)
Ye Ge
16
P -- 2T _-_ 4 n +2)2-+ _'P (50)
av Ye G--e "
Now, the area under the bi-elastic stress-strain curve, Figure 6, is
i )2 ap(yp)2Area = _-{Ge(Ye + ] + OeYeY p (51)
which can be easily re-arranged into the form of the second radical in equation
(50). This explicit solution therefore demonstrates that, for any arbitrary
bi-elastic representation of the shear behavior of an adhesive film, its strain
energy per unit bond area is the unique necessary and sufficient characteriz-
ation defining the maximum attainable bond strength between two adherends.
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4. EFFECTOFTHERMALMISMATCHBETWEENADHERENDS
Metal and composite adherends are frequently bonded together because of the
high stress concentrations associated with bolt holes in composite laminates.
On the other hand, the normally high characteristic bond strengths cannot
always be realized becauseof the differences in coefficients of thermal expan-
sion between dissimilar adherends. This is particularly marked in graphite/
epoxy - to - aluminum bonds because of the great disparity between the respect-
ive coefficients of thermal expansion. Since the adherends are usually bonded
together at 250 °F or 350 °F and the joints are required to withstand loading
at as low as -67 °F, there are significant "no-load" strains induced in the
adhesive which detract from the load potential of the joint. This phenomenon
is illustrated in Figure 7, showing howthe bond at one end of the joint is
more severely strained than at the other end.
The complete analysis is presented in Appendix Al, so it suffices here to dis-
cuss the highlights of the solution (A.61). In the absence of any adherend
stiffness imbalance (Eit i = 2Eoto), the exact solution derives from the follow-
ing pair of equations for _o > _'z and AT < 0 (where AT = Toperating - Toure):
av = i--+ (52)
T
and
12 _ Id (e i - ao)ATI
The notation is defined in Figure 8.
(53)
For the case e < _., the sign of the second term is changed to reflect the
o 1
shift, from one end of the joint to the other, of the maximum adhesive shear
strain. In the absence of any adherend stiffness imbalance, a change in load
from tension to compression merely shifts the critical end of the joint from
one end to the other, as shown in Figure 7, and does not need a change in sign
of the thermal mismatch term. (Note, however, that when peel stresses dominate
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the ultimate strength of a uniform double-lap joint a change in load direction
does have a significant effect on the joint strength becausewhat are critical
tensile peel stresses at the ends of the outer adherends in the tensile loading
case becomeinconsequential compressive transverse stresses for compressive
loading).
In the general case, for the long overlaps associated with the "plateau" load
levels of Figure 3, the asymptotic joint strength is given by the lesser value
of
and
•+ 1 + 2Y-p + CTHE1RM(2) 1 + ETR(2) (55)
" 1:) Ye 2 '
where the adherend stiffness imbalances are
E.t. 2E t
I i 0 0
_I'R (1) = , ETR(2) =
2E t E.t.
0 0 I i
and the adherend thermal mismatches are
(56)
CTHERM(1) = (ao - ai)ATl (ei- _o )ATICTI'-IERM( 2 ) = (57)
P oo P oo
A negative value for either equation (54) or (55) indicates that the thermal
mismatch is so severe that the joint would break apart due to thermal effects
alone without the application of any mechanical load. Equations (54), (55),
and (57) reveal that any adherend thermal mismatch effectively reduces the
available adhesive strain energy to resist the applied load. That this is so
is best illustrated by re-arrangement of the first square bracket term in
equation (54) into the form
2 [I/ ]
in which the first radical in the square brackets defines the adhesive film
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shear strain energy per unit area of bond while the second term characterizes
exclusively adherend properties. Not surprisingly, if adherend thermal mismatch
is associated with thick (stiff) adherends, the joint strength degradation is
more pronounced.
Figure 9 shows the reduction in the asymptotic (or plateau) strengths of stiff-
ness balanced joints, as defined by equations (54) and (55), due to the presence
of thermal mismatch between the adherend materials.
The temperature differential aT is introduced above as the difference between
the adhesive cure temperature and the operating temperature of the joint.
Strictly, the reference temperature should be defined as the stress-free temp-
erature of the joint. Becauseadhesives are long-chain polymers with visco-
elastic properties, a fraction of the residual bond stresses can be dissipated
by creep. Obviously the theory is general enough to cope with any knownstress-
free temperature, but the precise determination of the latter maybe very com-
plex. The available evidence on this matter indicates the following: (1) some
joints do break apart while cooling downin the autoclave (particularly with a
brittle adhesive bonding graphite-epoxy to aluminum) as a result of the load
being induced at a greater rate than that at which the adhesive can creep, (2)
curvature measurementson long hybrid strips indicate that the stress-free
temperature is close to the normal cure temperature of the adhesive (curing a
250 °F adhesive at 350 °F induces thermal stresses characteristic of 250 °F
because the adhesive polymerizes at this temperature even if it maysubsequently
be heated up to higher temperatures, (3) long boron-epoxy reinforced aluminum
extrusions cured and aged at room-temperature and subsequently post-cured at
elevated temperature have a stress-free temperature essentially of room temper-
ature because, during the post-curing, the only locations at which the adhesive
(or resin matrix) is stressed highly enough to induce creep are confined to
narrow zones at each end of the reinforcement while the lightly-stressed bulk
of the adhesive (resin matrix) serves as a "memory"for the stress-free state
on cooling down, and (4) strength tests on someshort-overlap hybrid composite
joints have not revealed any adverse effect from thermal mismatch. It seems
self-evident that creep can alleviate thermal stresses only within the ultimate
strain capacity of an adhesive, so the observations above are compatible.
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5. EFFECTOFSTIFFNESSIMBALANCEBETWEENADHERENDS
Wheneverthe net stiffness at one end of a joint differs from that at the other
end, the adhesive shear strain distribution is rendered non-symmetric. This
phenomenon is depicted in Figure lO for stiffness imbalance alone, showing how
the adhesive strains are more severe at that end from which the "soft" adherend
extends than at the other end from which the "stiff" adherends extend. The
full potential strength of the adhesive bond is therefore not being realized at
this latter end. The simultaneous presence of thermal mismatch between the
adherends will either aggravate or alleviate the effects of stiffness imbalance.
A comprehensive analysis of this phenomenon is presented in Appendix Al, so only
the results will be discussed here. The pertinent equations (A.5) and (A.61)
are that
, __ oo],
P [ Eoto Eit ± ]
for E.t. < 2E t
1 1 0 0
With respect to the symmetric solution (20), and omitting consideration of
thermal effects, it is apparent that the limiting strength of the joint is
simply scaled up or down by an elasto-geometric factor. Since
>, : - + , (60)
n
the effects of stiffness imbalance are manifest in both sides of equation (59).
Isolating out the influence of thermal imbalance, and using the outer adher-
ends as reference for a balanced joint, it can be shown that the stiffness
unbalanced joint is weaker than the balanced joint by the factor
_( Eit i )[ E.t. ]/ (E t reference)
1-----!-i 2 o o (61)
t <2Eot ° i + 2E° o E.t. 2E t
1 1 -- 0 0
This factor is illustrated in Figure II and applies whether the adhesive shear
stress distribution be all-elastic or contain one or two plastic zones. Natur-
ally it does not apply for fully-plastic joints which are not on the "plateau"
strengths established in Figure 3. It is evident that the softer (thinner)
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adherend(s) lose strength more rapidly with stiffness imbalance than do the
bonds. In other words, if the bond is strong enough to fail outside a balanced
joint, it will inevitably be strong enough to fail any unbalanced joint outside
the bond provided that the stiffer adherend is no stiffer than that in the bal-
anced joint.
In the case of the splice plates bonded to plates butted together, it is more
informative to use the inner adherend(s) as reference to illustrate the relative
efficiencies of splice plates of different thicknesses. Using E.t. as the
I I
reference for a balanced joint, the unbalanced joint is weaker by the factors
_( i[ 2E t I/ (E.t reference)
2E°t-----3-°i + o______o2 i i , (62)
Eiti ] E.t. t < E.t
z z 2Eo o - i i
and
_[ (2Eotoi] / /2E°t°_ (Eiti reference )
\ Eit i I 2Eot ° _ Eiti
Figure 12 depicts this strength reduction with respect to balanced joints. At
first sight it would seem that stiffer splices would increase the load trans-
ferred at the outer ends of the splices and that, therefore, the joint strength
would be raised. Actually, while more load is transferred at the outer ends of
the unbalanced splice, the differential adherend stresses at the inner ends (of
the plates) are thereby so greatly reduced that the adhesive shear strains
there are greatly diminished. Effectively, therefore, the inner ends of the
unbalanced splice can be only lightly loaded prior to failure of the bonds at
the outer ends. Such a failure occurs at a lower load level than could be
carried by a stiffness-balanced joint.
It is evident that significant penalties are associated with adherend stiffness
imbalance. Except for such thin (or weak) adherends that joint efficiency is
not necessary, it may well be desirable to locally build up the adherends to
match stiffnesses along the bond length. Indeed, still further (balanced)
reinforcement enhances the joint strength. Such reinforcement is readily
incorporated in a composite panel during layup. In metal structures one can
either bond on a local doubler or selectively chem-mill the panel away from the
joint areas.
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(A word of caution is warranted over the use of reinforcement in the joint area
for uniform double-lap joints in practice. For thick adherends, the increase
in thickness maywell do more harm to the resistance to peel loads than it does
to enhance the shear strength. This will be particularly so for composite
adherends. In order to take advantage of this increase in shear strength in
practice, it is usually necessary to taper the splice plates at their outer
ends in conjunction with a build-up in thickness over the ends of the butted
plates.)
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6. PEELSTRESSESIN DOUBLE-LAPJOINTS
The analyses in the preceding sections, and in Appendix Al, deal with the shear
stresses in the bond line. As a prelude to this section, it is appropriate to
examine the progression of failure modesas the adherend thickness is increased.
For very thin adherends, the potential bond strength is so far in excess of the
adherend strength that failures occur consistently outside the joint. For some-
what thicker adherends, a situation is reached in which bond failure in shear
is initiated at the ends of the joint as the result of yielding of the (metal)
adherends. The yielding causes displacement differentials across the bond line
which are in excess of the capacity of the adhesive. Even though the after-the-
fact examination reveals an adhesive failure, this should be more properly
thought of as an adherend failure because it is governed almost entirely by
adherend properties. For slightly thicker (stronger) adherends, the bond is
failed in shear according to the analyses of the preceding sections at loads
less than sufficient to yield (or break) the adherends. At first sight, it may
seemthat this modeis the last of the sequence but the experimental evidence
indicates that this is not the case. The last link in the chain is failures
induced by peel forces for still thicker adherends. The characteristic failure
modefor thick composite bondedjoints is illustrated in Figure 13. The analo-
gous modefor metal adherends is failure of the bond in peel before its shear
strength potential could be reached.
The reason for these two seemingly physically distinct manifestations for the
metal and composite adherends is simply that the interlaminar tension strength
of the laminates is lower than that of most adhesives. Their mathematical
formulation is the same.
The geometry and nomenclature for this analysis are illustrated in Figure 14
for a double-lap joint in which the extensional stiffness of the inner adherend
need not be twice that of each outer adherend. This failure modeis governed
essentially by the outer adherend(s) alone, even though the observed failure is
in the inner adherend. The differential equilibrium equations for the element
of outer adherend are
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and
dM t
-- = V - T° (64)
cl.x 2
dV
= -ae " (65)
The characteristic equation of the outer adherend undergoing plate bending is
d2w M
o
- - - (66)
clx2 D
The assumed elastic peel stress is defined as
(_ w
c o
-- = - -- (67)
E ' n
c
in which E ' is the "effective" tensile modulus of the adhesive subject toO
Poisson effects from in-plane constraints of the adherends and including an
allowance for the transverse deformations of the adherends under the peel
stresses. An approximate representation of the phenomena is provided in Figure
14. On this basis, it is evident that
1 1 k I k 2
-- = --+--+ -- , (68)
E ' E Ein EC C on
where E. and E are the transverse tensile moduli of the inner and outer
in on
adherends respectively. The constants kl and k2 refer to the number (or frac-
tion) of adhesive layer thicknesses for which the adherends are affected by the
peel stresses. In contradistinction to the elastic-plastic formulation of the
shear behavior of the adhesive, it is appropriate to confine attention to
elastic peel stress behavior, for two reasons. First, in the case of composite
adherends, the inner laminate will fail by interlaminar tension (in conjunction
with a negative influence from the concurrent interlaminar shear) at that load
level at which the adhesive peel stress just exceeds the laminate interlaminar
strength. The failure will initiate at the very end of the joint between the
first and second layers of fibers adjacent to the bond. It is immaterial that,
were the laminate stronger, a ductile adhesive could have developed that same
peel stress over a larger area in association with higher average bond stresses.
Second, for metal adherends, the Poisson effects of in-plane adhesive constraint
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on the very thin (typically 0.005 inch) bond line so greatly modify the apparent
adhesive behavior that it no longer represents the ductile characteristics of
the bulk adhesive. The reason for this is that, like manylong-chain polymer
materials, adhesives are practically incompressible. It is an easily deduced
characteristic of such materials that their strength under hydrostatic tension
or compression is theoretically infinite and so are their elastic moduli. The
relatively stiff metal adherends enforce biaxial in-plane tension into the thin
adhesive film as the adherends try to peel apart. This so enhances the peel
strength potential of the adhesive film as to effectively prevent "yielding" and
to increase the load level for potential peel failure. (For this reason, the
tensile modulus E of the adhesive film in equation (68) must be determined by
o
transverse loading of an adhesive film bonded to blocks rather than on a bulk
adhesive specimen. A compression test is recommended for determining the
modulus, since such a tension test is prone to premature failure.) The net
result is that shear failure of the adhesive prevails up to those adherend
thicknesses for which the adhesive bond is unable to develop sufficient strength
to fail the adherends. It is necessary, when bonding still thicker adherends,
to change the geometry to a more efficient form (such as a tapered-lap, stepped-
lap , or scarf joint) which is not subject to critical peel stresses at the ends
of the joint. While an elastic-plastic (or even bi-elastic) peel stress anal-
ysis can be readily formulated (and may even be solvable explicitly), it appears
to be of academic interest only for the material systems now available. Perhaps
in case of a major breakthrough in interlaminar strength improvement of compos-
ites by some technique not suitable for similarly benefiting adhesives because
of associated intolerable adverse effects on the adhesive shear properties, such
an elastic-plastic peel stress analysis may become worthwhile.
Returning now to the analysis, in equation (64) the adhesive shear stress T is
set constant in order to uncouple the differential equations governing the peel
and shear stresses. The justification for doing this is that, since most struc-
tural adhesives exhibit at least some plasticity (while the best ones exhibit
considerable ductility), the shear stress is constant over a significant dist-
ance from the critical end at which the peel stress peaks. Subject to this
assumption, the governing differential equation for the deflection of an outer
adherend is
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d4w E '
- = o (69)
d_ Dn o
and, introducing the notation
X4 = E ' / _Dn , (70)
C
the solution is
w = A sinxx coshxx + B cosxx sinhxx + C sinxx sinhxx + F cosxx coshxx .(71)
o
The boundary conditions defining the constants A, B, C, and F are
÷ -- ÷ --
= o = , (72)
m _ m m
2 2
d2w
M = -I> ---_° = 0 at x = + _- (73)
dx 2 - 2 '
and
V = 0 ,
dM t dSw
(74)whence _ T o _ D o at x = - .
&x 2 &x 3 2
Of these, the equation (73) requires that
d2w
0
dx 2
- 2x2[A cosxx sinhxx - B sinxx coshxx
+ C cosxx coshxx - F sinxx sinhxx] = 0 at x = + _- (75)
-2
Hence
C = F = 0 (76)
which simultaneously satisfies equation (72). Since the concern is for overlaps
sufficiently long to preclude inadequate shear strength, it is appropriate to
set
cosh(_) = sinh(_) = le (Z_) , (77)
so that
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Aoos( )
Equation (74) then requires that
_t
o
2D
so, for large (x_ / 2),
A ~ o sin 2X3 !.e (80)
2D "2 '
B o -- 2
-- - _c s 2x_ 1 e (81)
21) "2 "
Hence,
~ O sin2 + cos 2 (82)
4,,/2 2D 2X 3
whence the maximum peel stress in the adhesive, and adjacent adherend (laminate)
at the end of the joint, is
(3,1)io o _ _2 )t o __~ . . = T - . (83)
Cmax n 2D 2X 3 E q
o
It is evident that the peel stresses at the end of the joint are not a problem
if the thickness of the outer adherends is small enough and that the use of a
low modulus and/or thick adhesive film is advantageous. As explained above,
the precise effective value of E ' is difficult to establish theoretically.
c
Equation (83) affords a means of establishing the effective value from tests
having this mode of failure, since all other quantities involved can be measured
readily. The use of an experimental basis for E ' could also eliminate the
c
effect of the simplifying assumptions made in deriving this result, by providing
an empirical correction.
The result (83) is depicted in Figure 15 in non-dimensional form for physically
realizable ranges of the parameters involved. An assessment of these confirms
that peel stress is not a problem for very thin laminates but that it is so for
thicknesses within the normal range of constructional practice.
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Having established the mathematical nature of the peel stress problem above, it
becomespossible to recommendgeometric as well as material techniques to allev-
iate the problem. Recognizing that the peel stress is only a problem when it
prevents the development of the full potential shear strength of the joint, it
becomes obvious to sacrifice some of the unattained shear potential in exchange
for a reduction in the peel stress. The simplest technique for accomplishing
this is by scarfing off the ends of the joint, as shown in Figure 13. The small
reduction in shear strength is caused by increasing the adherend stress in the
scarfed-off ends, thereby decreasing the displacement differential across the
bond-line and, with it, the effectiveness of one end zone of the joint in trans-
ferring shear load. A quantitative examination of this peel-stress relief
problem, in Reference 6, has established that it is quite straightforward to
introduce a compensating stiffness imbalance at the other end of the joint so
as to make both ends of the tapered-lap joint equally effective in transferring
shear loads. With this modification in optimized form, indeed, the theory
predicts that the shear stress transfer may be increased by as much as 24 per
cent above the potential which the uniform adherends could have developed had
not the peel stress failure cut-off prevented it. With regard to adhesive
material properties, the nature of the problem suggests that, if a brittle
adhesive must be used to effect the shear transfer because of a high-temperature
environment, the use of a ductile adhesive to soften the peel-stress spikes at
the end of the overlap will be very advantageous for thick adherends.
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7. ADHEREND INDUCED FAILURES
For certain geometry and material combinations, the potential adhesive shear
strength predicted in Sections 2 through 5 may not be developed prior to
adherend-induced failure. One such instance is the interlaminar tension failure
of composite laminates induced by excessive peel stresses at the end of the
joint, as elucidated in Section 6. This applies particularly for the thicker
adherend sections. For very thin (weak) adherends, on the other hand, the
potential shear strength of the adhesive may greatly exceed the tensile (or
compressive) strength of the laminate outside the joint. This adherend strength
cut-off is readily seen to be governed by the criteria
Oo to < (Tav)potential A ' (84)
max
or
o.l t.m < 2(Tav)potentialA ' (85)
max
for adherend failures instead of adhesive failures.
A related failure mode, prevalent with ductile adherends, such as aluminum, is
that of yielding the adherend just outside the joint. As the adherend yields,
the adhesive at the end of the joint is subjected to bond-line differential
displacements beyond its shear strain capability. The problem is aggravated by
squeeze-out around the periphery of the bond area during curing, which results
in the thinnest bond in the most critical location(s). This adherend yielding
induces a failure which progresses along the joint, starting from either end,
as long as the load is maintained. Although it is the adhesive that is
observed to have failed after test, this failure is governed principally by the
adherend.
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8. CHANGEIN JOINTSTRENGTHBETWEENTENSILEANDCOMPRESSIVESHEARLOADING
The discussion of the influence on joint strength of simultaneous adherend
stiffness and thermal imbalances is best deferred until after explanation of
the effect of changing the load direction from tensile shear to compressive
shear. The differential equilibrium equations (A.l) through (A.7) were set up
for tensile load application to the adherends. Maintaining the samesign con-
vention, the effect of reversal of the load direction is to change the signs of
TI, T2, _I, 52, T and y. Indeed, everything is changed but for the thermal
stress term (_i-_o)AT' Thus, the solution for compressive shear loading is
deduced from that for tensile shear loading by reversing the sign of the thermal
mismatch coefficient CTHEIRMand leaving all else the same. It is apparent
therefore that, in the presence of thermal mismatch betweenadherends, compress-
ive shear loads mayfail the joint at a different load from the tensile shear
failure load. In addition to these different potential shear strengths of the
bonded uniform double-lap joint in the two load directions, it is necessary to
consider also the peel stresses. The peel stresses will always be harmful at
one end of the joint for tensile shear loading but will frequently not be of
concern for compressive shear loading. This anomaly arises as the result of the
reversal in sign of the peel stresses in going from one end of the joint to the
other, in conjunction with the muchhigher compressive interlaminar strength of
adherends and adhesives than the corresponding tensile values.
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9. IN-PLANE(EDGEWISE)SHEARLOADING
Not manyjoints in an aircraft structure transfer pure tensile lap shear, even
though this load is the basic'test situation and the standard analysis case to
be found in the literature. In most cases the load transferred is predominantly
in-plane (edgewise) shear. Just as with tensile, or compressive, lap shear
joints, the load is transferred effectively through narrow strips of a defined
width independent of the total overlap, as shown in Figure 16. These strips
are typically narrower than for tensile lap shear and the design of such a
joint is more critical. This problem has been investigated elastically by SAAB
(Reference 7), in Sweden,but has received less attention than it merits else-
where.
The analysis of in-plane shear loading on a double-lap joint (or on a single-lap
joint restrained against transverse deflection) proves to be governed by differ-
ential equations of basically the sameform as for tensile (or compressive)
shear loading derived in Sections 2 through 5 and the Appendices. The only
parameter having a different mathematical influence is that of thermal imbal-
ance, which is discussed below after the derivation of the equations accounting
for adhesive plasticity and any adherend shear stiffness imbalance present.
Figure 17 depicts the geometry and nomenclature pertaining to the analysis of
in-plane (edgewise) shear loading on a double-lap joint. The symbol s repre-
sents the adherend shear stress resultant or shear flow (_xyt), while the other
symbols remain the sameas those used in Section 2 and Appendix A.l. In order
to eliminate edge effects, one postulates an infinitely wide joint closing upon
itself around the circumference of an infinite cylinder. Horizontal (circumfer-
ential) force equilibrium of the differential element dxwithin the joint
requires that
dS dSi
o+ T = 0 , --- 2T = 0 . (86)
dx dx
The shear-stress/shear-strain relations for the adherends yield
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_- o __! =
dx Ooto dx Git i
where Go and Gi are the shear moduli of the adherends.
the adhesive shear strain is taken as
(87)
As a first approximation
(_i - _o )
(88)
Within the elastic region (of length d to be determined), the adhesive shear
stress is assumed to be
G
T = Oy = _(8 i -8 )o = f(x) (89)
(in which the unsubscripted G refers to the adhesive shear modulus) while,
throughout the remaining (plastic) region, the adhesive shear stress is taken as
T = T
P
Elimination of 6. and 6o, and 8. and s ,
i i O
(88) yields the boundary conditions
constant (90)
in turn between equations (86) through
l(Sosi)
dx n o o Giti
and governing differential equation
(91)
d2y i ( i 2 )----- --+ -- • = 0 (92)
dx2 n Goto Giti
These equations have precisely the same form as equations (6) and (7), indicat-
ing that the same solutions may be employed with the equivalent parameters
defined in Table I on the next page.
It follows, then, from equation (59) that the limiting strength for long overlap
joints under in-plane shear loading is given by the lesser of
Tav _S £) + 1 + 2 -- 1 + t (93)
Ye 2Go o
and
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' Ye Gitl
(94)
These equations may be re-arranged into the form of equation (22). That is,
for stiffness-balanced adherends,
Q = 2T £ = 4VGadherendt_nTp(_)sv + Yp (95)
Since the shear modulus of conventional materials is less than the extensional
moduli, the in-plane shear load capacity of a double-lap bonded joint is usually
less than that for tensile shear. The exception is predominantly ±45 ° cross-
plied composite laminate adherends, for which G is greater than E . Any
xy x
adherend stiffness imbalance reduces the joint shear strength via the (l+ GTR)
/ 2 factor equivalent to the (l+ETR) / 2 factor for tensile and compressive
shear loading.
TABLE I. EQUIVALENT PARAMETERS FOR DIFFERENT LOAD CONDITIONS
Tensile/Compressive Shear Loading In-Plane (Edgewise) Shear Loading
I
T _ T
P
Y ' Ye ' Yp
G , q
1 0
E. , E
1 O
T. , T
i O
t 2 = -- +
n
I£
ETR(i) = E.t. / 2E t
I I 0 0
ETR(o) = 2Eoto / Eiti
T } T
P
Y ' Ye ' Yp
G , n
i O
G. _ G
i O
S. , S
I 0
(_s)2 = - _T- +
n o o
s
tGTR(i) = Girl / 2Go o
GTR(o) = 2Goto / Giti
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It is relatively simple to generalize the analysis above to the situation where
simultaneously applied tensile (or compressive) and edgewise shear loads exist
together. The former will develop a maximum bondline displacement of, say,
_(Yt,c)max while the latter induces an orthogonal displacement of n(Ys)ma x. In
the absence of any adherend thermal mismatch, these maximum bondline displace-
ments will occur at the same end of the joint. Failure will occur when the RMS
resultant exceeds the capacity of the adhesive. That is, when
q(Ye + Yp) : V[n(Yt,e)max ]2 + [n(Ys)max]2 ' (96)
where the subscripts t and c refer to tension or compression, as appropriate.
Equation (96) affords a means of accounting for the influence of adherend
thermal mismatch. For the postulated infinite cylinder, the thermal mismatch
manifests itself exclusively in the adhesive axial shear strain Yt,c' The
magnitude of Yt,c derives from the general tensile/compressive shear analysis
(Sections 2 through 5 and Appendix A.l) on setting • _ o. That is, a given
av
value of CTHERM will cause a certain value of Yt,c' replacing the yp in formula
(A.61). For moderately long overlaps, and sufficient thermal mismatch to induce
plastic adhesive shear strain,
-
Tp +
(Yt ,C)maxI IiCTHERM i -- 1+2 (97)
Ye
For only sufficient thermal mismatch to remain within the elastic capability of
the adhesive, equation (97) is replaced by
ICTHERMI = _ Yt'c)raaxYe (98)
In combining (Yt,o)max with (Ys)max it is necessary to check at both ends of
the joint separately for the most severe resultant adhesive shear strain.
If the "cylinder" be slit, so as not to exclude edge effects from the problem,
it is immediately apparent that any adherend thermal mismatch induces adhesive
shear strains in both the "axial" and "circumferential" directions. It is quite
straightforward to set up equations equivalent to (86) through (98) including
thermal effects in both directions and the solution is readily deduced, along
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the lines presented above. In this case, it is one of the four corners of the
bond which becomescritical, not an entire edge. The average bond stress which
can be carried maywell be reduced significantly by any thermal mismatch effects
rendering one corner of the joint critical. The analysis necessarily includes
the thermal distortion of the adherends outside the joint area because such
thermal effects influence the adherend stresses at the boundary of the bond.
Consequently, no universal solutions can be produced. With the large variety
of locations possible for the critical bond shear strain in conjunction with the
large numberof possibilities for plastic and/or elastic adhesive behavior in
the orthogonal directions, it is inappropriate to set up the differential
equations here.
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I0. MIXED-MODULUSADHESIVEJOINTS
A significant effort has been devoted to the concept (Figure 18) of using a
high-modulus adhesive in the central region of the joint and a low-modulus
adhesive in the outer regions where the relative displacements between the
adherends exceed the strain capabiliies of the high-modulus adhesives. The aim
is to stress the adhesive more highly in the relatively unloaded central region
of the joint. The achievements hitherto have not been great in view of the
expectations. In view of the predictions of the present analysis that practic-
ally all of the load is transferred in two narrow strips at the ends of the
joint, it is worth examining this problem with the present mathematical model.
An elastic analysis is presented in Reference 8 by Raphael.
In the ideal situation, one could consider that the use of mixed-modulus adhes-
ives is equivalent to using a single hypothetical adhesive possessing the
initial modulus of the stiff adhesive and the plastic strain capability of the
ductile adhesive. For identical failure stresses, this analogy is precise if
the stiff adhesive extends exactly to that position in the joint at which the
ductile adhesive is just plastic. Under such conditions, since Yp/Ye is large
in this application, increasing the shear modulus o has but a small effect on
the strain energy and even less on the joint strength, since the respective
1
joint strengths are shownin equation (22) to be proportional to /[He + Yp]"
The total displacement n(Ye + y_) remains unchanged. The effect of replacing
the low-modulus inefficient elastic trough in the joint by another such trough
with a higher modulus is minimal. Therefore, the use of a stiff adhesive in
the center of the joint can improve the joint strength only little above that of
which the ductile adhesive alone is capable. Indeed, during bonding, there is
an inevitable tendency for the stiff adhesive to squeeze out and displace the
ductile adhesive, to the extent that the effective strips may be less than
dictated by equation (23). It is well nigh probable that a strength reduction
will have been achieved. Such appears to have been the situation in the experi-
ments reported in Reference 9.
In short, in comparison with a ductile adhesive, the small potential added
strength to be achieved by use of the mixed-modulus adhesive concept appears
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to be inadequate in the light of the production difficulties involved. Variable
thickness adhesives or adherends seemto represent a more profitable approach
to pursue. Oneseeks an adhesive film thickness approximately proportional to
the adherend relative displacement (i.e., very thin in the middle where the
displacement is least).
While the mixed-modulus adhesive concept has no practical merit in comparison
with a ductile adhesive alone, it does offer advantages over a brittle adhesive
alone. By softening the end zones of the joint, a strength increase must be
obtained and a marked improvementderived with respect to the peel stress prob-
lem at the end of the joint (see Section 6). Therefore, in those high-temper-
ature environments which preclude the efficient use of ductile adhesives, a
brittle adhesive (which retains its strength at high temperature) may serve to
transfer effectively all the shear load while the weaker ductile adhesive
protects the ends of the overlap, enabling the brittle adhesive to develop a
higher stress prior to failure than it could when acting alone.
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II. PARAMETRICEFFECTSANDJOINTEFFICIENCYCHARTS
The dominant characteristic of the load versus bond overlap relation for double-
lap joints is the asymptotic strength for moderate to long overlaps, for which
the joint strength is essentially constant. For short overlaps, the bond is
uniformly stressed and the load is proportional to the overlap. For brittle
adhesives there is a significant transition between these two limits, but most
good structural adhesives have sufficient ductility for the transition to be
ignored. Confining attention to the asymptotic solution clarifies the assess-
ment of the influence of the various parameters.
Fromequation (A.61), the asymptotic joint strength is the lesser of
--- : i+2- +cT (1)
Ye 2
and
(99)
= 1 + 2 --+ CTHERM(2) . (I00)
- p Ye 2
These equations are expressed in non-dimensional form because of computational
convenience and mathematical generali_ of the solutions so obtained. It is
appropriate here to re-dimensionalize the equations. The joint strength can be
shown _ be the lesser of
: £= 2nTp(_e+Yp)2Eitil+_--_o+(_o-ai)ATEit i (lOl)P 2_av
and
(   otolP = 2Tav£ = 2nTp(_e + Yp)hEoto i +--Eiti ] + (ai - ao)AT2Eoto .(102)
In these equations, the quantity 2Tp_(_y e + yp) denotes the adhesive strain
energy in shear per unit projected bond area. (There are two layers for a
double-lap joint). No other adhesive property is involved in the strength
expressions. This is why the precise shape of the stress-strain curve of the
adhesive is relatively unimportant (see Section 3). Likewise, the thermal
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mismatch and stiffness imbalance terms are confined to a single location. It is
noteworthy that the length of the joint does not appear explicitly on the right
hand side of equations (I01) and (102). Its effect is implied in the restric-
tion that the overlaps for which equations (I01) and (102) apply exceed the
transitional overlaps for fully-plastic behavior. The transitional overlap is,
for all practical purposes,
) (I03)£transitional 2T
P
for ductile adhesives. For brittle adhesives it is somewhat less than predicted
by equation (103), but the overlap at which the asymptote is effectively reached
is somewhat greater for brittle adhesives. The precise value of the transition-
al overlap is given by the lesser of equations (A.74) and (A.76).
It is interesting to observe that, in no place in equations (I01) and (102) does
the adhesive shear strain appear separately from the bond-line thickness. They
always appear as a product. The important conclusion to be deduced from this is
that it is the relative displacement across the bond-line which is most import-
ant and that the difficult-to-measure bond-line thickness need not be measured
precisely at all. The appropriate characterization for an adhesive is a shear
stress versus displacement record. This is not to imply that the thickness n
is unimportant. Inasmuch as it influences the bond-line displacement at fail-
ure, n must be controlled. The stress-displacement curve for the adhesive must
be derived from a torsion-ring or thick-adherend specimen simulating closely
the thickness and processing (particularly cure temperature and pressure and
heat-up rate) applicable to any design being investigated. The optimum bond-
line thickness appears to be in the range 0.004 to 0.006 inch for ductile adhes-
ives and 0.007 to 0.010 inch for brittle adhesives. For starved glue-lines, the
loss in shear displacement restricts the strength while, for excessively thick
glue-lines, the bond properties are usually deteriorated by voids. Neverthe-
less, if the voids are excluded by suitable processing and the stress-displace-
ment record is obtained for the appropriate thickness of bond, there is no
inherent physical reason prohibiting successful design and application of thick
bond-lines.
Figure 3 shows the influence of adhesive ductility on the strength of balanced
double-lap joints. Figures II and 12 quantify the reduction in the asymptotic
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bond strengths due to adherend stiffness imbalance in the absence of thermal
mismatch, while Figure 9 reveals how thermal mismatch between the adherends
reduces the asymptotic strength of stiffness-balanced bonded joints. Figure
19 completes the characterization of the influence of the joint parameters by
portraying the complete load versus overlap curves, in non-dimensional form,
for selected cases including the transitional behavior.
The influence of the various parameters in dimensionalized form, accounting for
the various possible modes of failure, is illustrated in Figures 20 and 21.
The first pertains to 7075-T6 aluminum, while the second applies to high-
strength graphite-epoxy (HTS or MODMOR II fibers). Both charts eliminate stiff-
ness and/or thermal imbalance from consideration because their purpose is to
reveal, without ambiguity, the interaction of the three basic failure modes. The
inclusion of these omitted parameters is straightforward. The various material
properties on which these charts are based are enumerated in Table II (p. 80).
Unidentified idealized adhesives are used because of the lack of precise tension
properties for thin films to quantify the peel-stress failure mode(s). The
shear properties are representative of the best of 350 °F curing adhesives.
Figures 20 and 21 are presented in terms of both maximum obtainable joint
strength (with adequate overlap) and the joint efficiency defined as the ratio
of joint strength to adherend strength. The minimum overlaps shown should be
increased by an amount 3/_ to account for the elastic trough in the middle of
the bonded joint. In addition, provision should be made for manufacturing
tolerances. The overlaps shown actually define the extent of the effective
end-zones in the adhesive.
The acute peel-stress problem with composite adherends is dramatically empha-
sized in Figure 21. For all but thin laminates, the ends of the outer adherends
must be scarfed off to try to approach the bond shear strength potentials, The
analysis method needs to be modified to account for the change in joint geometry
(see Reference 6). Both Figures 20 and 21 confirm the merits of using ductile
adhesives whenever the environment permits. (Plasticized adhesives show mark-
edly inferior strengths to the unplasticized adhesives at temperatures above
about 250 °F). It is obvious that, in assessing fatigue test data on the
relative merits of ductile and brittle adhesives, one must make the comparison
in terms of cycles to failure at a common adherend stress level, using identical
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adherends, rather than in terms of percentage of static joint strength. The
static strengths are too dissimilar to provide a meaningful reference for
comparing fatigue test data.
The influence of temperature on the strength of bonded joints is manifest in
changing adhesive characteristics. The same formulas apply, with the values of
Tp, Ye' Yp' _o ' Eo etc., determined for the particular operating temperature.
max
Briefly, as the temperature is reduced towards -67 °F, the adhesive becomes
more brittle. However, the peak shear stress is increased also, so the change
in shear strain energy is small. On the other hand, the peel-stress problem is
aggravated by a reduction in operating temperature. An increase in temperature
induces more ductility in an adhesive, with an associated reduction in peak
shear stress. Again, the effect on strain energy is small for temperatures in
the range 70 °F to 160 °F and the change in peel-stress phenomena is beneficial.
The change in adhesive shear stress-strain curves with temperature is typified by
the characteristics in Figure 22. Eventually, as the temperature is increased
further, each adhesive suffers a rapid drop-off in strength, over a narrow
temperature range, at a characteristic temperature. Examples of this are shown
in Figure 23, using standard lap-shear data to characterize the strength losses.
It is evident that the unplasticized adhesives exhibit superior strength reten-
tion in the range 200 °F to 400 °F. (Polyimides extend this range still higher,
but with even less peel strength than the brittle epoxies).
The analysis of bonded joints at partial loads is accomplished by an inverse
method. Instead of straining the bond-line to the maximum shear strain
(Ye + Yp)' a lower maximum strain is adopted which permits sufficient extent of
the plastic end zones to precisely balance the lesser load applied. This pro-
cedure is illustrated in Figure 24.
The various considerations above serve to identify the influence of the para-
meters governing the joint strength. The next section explains how to prepare
charts for general use in double-lap bonded joint design. The information
contained therein can be plotted in the form of P versus t diagrams, or n
versus t diagrams such as Figures 20 and 21, for a specific design. Since the
length of the joint is important only inasmuch as that a determinable minimum
must be exceeded for given adherends, plots of load capacity versus overlap
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becomeunnecessary.
and
The various computations are based on the formulas
P = o t for adherend tensile failure outside the joint, (I04)
y
p = +yp t _ /t for adhesive shear stress fai lure ,(105)
t > for adhesive (or adherend) peel (I06)
!
3(Z-'o2)E e stress failure.
In these equations, t is the thickness of the inner adherend of stiffness-
balanced joints made from the same adherend material throughout.
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12. DESIGN METHOD
The objective of design in bonded joints should be to obtain the maximum poss-
ible bond strength from the minimum overlap, since this represents the least
weight design. For maximum strengths which are governed by bond shear failures,
this means effectively designing for the asymptotic (or plateau) strength levels
and seeking the minimum length for obtaining a given percentage (say 99%) of
that strength potential. It is evident from Figure 3 that this overlap is given
by the non-dimensionalized overlap
(_)practical design = (_)transitional + 2 (107)
To this must be added a small tolerance for fabrication considerations and to
provide adequate residual strength after long-term environmental exposure has
destroyed the effectiveness of a narrow strip around the periphery of the bond
but, in no circumstances, can any greater overlap be considered significantly
more effective in transferring shear load. It should be self-evident from
Figure 4 that the concept of designing by means of an average allowable bond
shear stress (whether derived from single-lap shear tests or arrived at as an
empirical low stress value) is at best cumbersome, because of the complex
dependence of the average bond stress on the governing joint parameters, and
probably unreliable because of frequent failure to account properly for all the
variables. The alternative concept, advocated here, of designing in terms of
running load in pounds per inch width of joint provides a simple and reliable
technique when employed in conjunction with a check on ensuring the minimum
adequate overlap. (In addition to this, for thicker adherends, it is necessary
to check against peel-stress induced failures which represent another factor not
covered by any average allowable shear stress method.)
The basis of the design method for shear is equations (I01) and (102), re-arr-
anged into the form
i (1o8)[2_av£ - (_o-_i)ATEiti] = 2kTp_(Ye+Yp)2Eit i l + 2E t '
o o
and
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[2Tav_ - (ai-ao)AT2Eoto] = 2kXpn(Ye+Yp)4Eot ° 1 + _._ , (109)
1 1
where
I
k = (_e + Yp) / (Ye + Yp) (II0)
is determined from the adhesive stress-strain (or stress-displacement) charact-
eristic. The same formula
(P - A) z = B (III)
is evaluated in turn for each end of the joint being assumed critical. The
lower positive value of P is adopted and, if either estimate of P is negative,
it must be concluded that the joint will break apart because of excessive
internal thermal stresses. The necessary minimum overlap then follows from
the approximation
Zpractical design
: P--_-+ _ (112)
2Tp X '
where
_ G (IE7 Ei_z) _ Tp/ Iw,,,e\_o_oz_ _2E°t°)
o 0 1 1
The elastic bond-line displacement ny e can be estimated with sufficient accuracy
from the adhesive shear-stress versus bond-line displacement characteristic.
This potential bond shear strength should exceed by 50 per cent the adherend
strength (or the design ultimate load for stiffness-critical structures).
The joint efficiency charts (Figures 20 and 21) indicate a need to ensure also
that the adherends being joined are not so thick that peel stresses become a
problem. The governing equation (83) is re-arranged to read
t
O
max
- _. + +
3(1 - _2) zn
(114)
in which Op is the adhesive (or interlaminar tension) allowable peel stress.
The thickness tomax refers to the maximum thickness of the outer adherends which
will not be associated with peel problems. For design purposes, in order to
maintain a potential strength margin of 50 per cent for the bond or 25 per cent
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for the laminate, major reductions are necessary. The factors are
(2/3) 4 = 0.198 for adhesive-governed failures and (4/5) 4 = o.419 for inter-
laminar tension failures. The effect of such reduction factors, which account
principally for manufacturing deviations and environmental degradation, is to
restrict the thickness of the ends of the outer adherends. Even within the
confines of a basic double-lap configuration (and without the expense of a true
scarf joint) a superior joint can be formed by tapering the ends of the outer
adherends (see Figure 13) to alleviate the potential peel-stress problems.
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13. CONCLUSIONS
The behavior of adhesive-bonded double-lap joints under static load is found to
be amenableto an analytic solution encompassingthe effects of adhesive plast-
icity, adherend thermal mismatch and adherend stiffness imbalance. In addition,
the failure modeassociated with peel stresses rather than shear stresses in the
adhesive is analyzed and an explicit solution derived. All the physical mater-
ial properties needed to employ these analyses as a basis for rational design
have been identified explicitly. They include stress-strain curves for adhesive
films in shear bonded to torsion-ring or thick-adherend specimens, obtained for
a range of temperatures covering the operating environment. The need for the
tensile characteristics for the sameconstrained films becomesapparent when
potential peel-stress failure modesare examined. Muchof the past discrepancy
between theory and experiment can be ascribed to having omitted consideration
of adhesive plasticity and peel stresses.
While the analysis is concerned significantly with adding adhesive plasticity to
published linear elastic solutions, it becomesevident that the mathematical
ease of omitting the elastic portion of the characteristic completely and
obtaining upper- and lower-bound solutions associated with the equivalent
adhesive characteristics shownin Figure 25 has considerable merit. This is
particularly so for the ductile adhesives used in subsonic airframe manufacture
because such a great fraction of the load is carried by the plastic part of the
adhesive behavior.
It is shownthat the appropriate basis for design is the average bond stress for
very short overlaps only, and is the joint strength for longer overlaps because
the strength becomesindependent of overlap rapidly as the overlap increases. A
direct simple technique is presented based on three simple computations: the
first provides the joint strength for balanced joints, the second a strength
increment (usually negative) for thermal effects, while the third completes the
design with a factor (usually a reduction) accounting for adherend stiffness
imbalance. An unbalanced joint must be inherently weaker than a joint between
identical adherends for at least one load direction, be it tensile or compress-
ive lap shear.
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The key concept of the analysis and design method is the limited effective zones
at the ends of the joint, through which most of the load is transferred, while
the remainder of the bond is relatively inefficient. An assessment of the
efficiency of bonded double-lap joints must conclude that they are lO0 per cent
efficient for thin adherends, becoming less so for thicker adherends, partic-
ularly for the case of brittle adhesives. The analyses provide the means for
identifying unambiguously at what thickness the loss of efficiency is sufficient
to justify the use of the more efficient tapered-lap joint and even the more
difficult to manufacture stepped-lap or scarf joints. Even the latter is not
perfectly efficient for unbalanced adherends, as is discussed in Reference lO.
More work remains to be done on this problem, particularly experimental work on
the peel-stress problem. It is hoped that these explicit analytical solutions
may serve as a reference to direct the experimental effort along a fruitful path
now that the quantities needed for rational design have been positively identi-
fied.
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DOUBLE-LAP JOINTS
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TABLE II. MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR FIGURES 20 AND 21
2024-T3 ALUMINUM ALLOY:
E = 10.5 x 106 psi, Fry = 47 ksi, Ftu = 65 ksi.
7075-T6 ALUMINUM ALLOY:
Fty =E = I0.3 x lO6 psi, = 70 ksi, Ftu 80 ksi.
HIGH-STRENGTH GRAPHITE-EPOXY :
(0°/+45°/90°/-45°) s pattern:
ELt = 8.0 x lO6 psi, ENt = 1.7 x IOB psi,
FLtU = 69 ksi; FNtU = 8 ksi,
(0°/+45°/0°/-45°)s pattern:
ELt = ll.9 x lO6 psi, ENt = 1.7 x lO6 psi,
tu = I03 ksi, FTM = 8 ksi,FL
(0°) unidirectional laminate:
t = l 7 x IOB psi,t = 21.0 x lO6 psi, ENEL
tu = 8 ksitu = 180 ksi, FNFL
(in which the subscript N refers to properties in the thickness direction).
DUCTILE ADHESIVE:
yp : 20,
_p = 6 ksi, n = 0.005 in., /Ye
n(_1 Ye +Yp) = 0.0102 in., Eo : 500 ksi, Oemax : lO ksi.
BRITTLE ADHESIVE :
yp : 1.5,T = 9 ksi, n = 0.005 in., /YeP
1
(_ Ye + Yp ) = 0.00042 in., E -- 1500 ksi, a : 17 ksi.
c Cma x
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FIGURE 22. STRESS-STRAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF ADHESIVE FILM IN SHEAR,
SHOWING TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
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APPENDICES
A. l General Analysis Including Adherend Imbalances
In some cases, design requirements other than the optimization of a specific
bonded joint dictate that the net stiffnesses on each side of a bonded joint
need to be unbalanced. In other instances, thermally dissimilar materials must
be bonded together. Such situations accentuate the adhesive strain concentra-
tions at one end of the joint, thereby reducing the average adhesive failing
stress for intermediate and long overlaps. The appropriate analysis follows the
approach used in Section 2, but the simplifications ensuing from symmetry of the
adhesive strains about the mid-point can no longer be utilized. The same basic
differential equations apply, but different boundary conditions hold. There are
three mathematically distinct cases: (1) fully elastic adhesive throughout, (2)
adhesive strained into the plastic state at one end only, and (3) plastic
adhesive behavior at both ends of the joint and the associated special case of
fully-plastic behavior throughout the joint. Those analyses are presented in
turn below.
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A.I.I Fully-Elastic Analysis
This problem, first analyzed by Volkersen (Reference l), is solved by de Bruyne
(Reference ll). Referring to Figure 8, the basic differential equations are:
Horizontal force equilibrium
dT dT.
__ l 2_ = 0 (A I)O + T = 0 _ --- , •
dx dx
Adherend stress-strain relations
d_ T
___9_° = --_° + _ AT
O
dx Et
-O O
d_. T iI
-- = --+ a. AT ,
' 1
dx Eit i
Adhesive elastic stress-strain relation
(A.2)
x = Gy = n_-(_i - _o ) • (A.3)
The differential equation governing the adhesive shear-stress distribution
follows by differentiation and elimination as
d2T
--- _2T = 0 , (A.4)
dx 2
where
o(l 2)_k2 = -- - + -- .
n E t E.t.
0 0 I i
The general solution of equation (A.4) is
(A.5)
= A slnh(_x) + B cosh(_x) . (A.6)
The constants A and B are evaluated from the boundary conditions on dTlctx. Thus
-- = A)k cosh(kx) + B_k sinh(kx) = _ o + (_i-_o )AT . (A.7)
dx n . . Et
I I O O
Satisfaction of this condition at both ends of the joint automatically ensures
that gross horizontal equilibrium is maintained. Choosing the origin of the x
- co-ordinate as the middle of the joint, gross horizontal equilibrium requires
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that
£
+ --
_dx = 2B
_av£ = £ -_-sinh
2
(A.8)
Substitution of this condition into equation (A.7) evaluated at one or other
end of the joint provides
2ZZotol
A = +
(mi - ao)ATI
+ cosh
o o
(A.9)
B = Tav(_)/slnh(_ ) . (A.10)
The maximum value of T will occur at one end or other, determined by the rela-
tive magnitudes of the adherend imbalances. The adhesive shear stress at the
right end of the joint (Figure 8), x = 2/2, (from which adherend i extends) is
I I
T = tanh TaV I + ETR(1)
in which the notation
E_(1) = E.t. / 2E t (A.12)
ii O0
and
CTHERM(1) = (_o - _i )AT_ Tmax + (A.13)
has been introduced to characterize adherend stiffness and thermal imbalances,
respectively. Re-arrangement of equation (A.ll) yields
Tar [l+ tanh (_) CTHERM( 1 ) ]
,n_.x 1 + E'I_(1))t_nh +
in the event that the maximum shear stress • (= T ) is at x = +2/2.
max p
other end of the joint (x = -2/2) critical, similar manipulations lead to the
result
(A.14)
Were the
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I£ r I£ /ETR(1) -i_ ] T --
= tanh Tav + i max tanh%max T T + _ CTHERM(1) + (A.15)
The similarity of form between equations (A.ll) and (A.15) suggests the intro-
duction of the notation
ETR(2) = 2E t / E.t. = i I ETR(1) (A.16)
0 0 l 1
and
(l 2>iCTHERM(2) = (a. - a )ATI / --+ -- - CTHERM(1)
z o max E t E.t.
O O 1 1
These convert equation (A.15) for Zmax at x = -z/2 to the form
• (A.17)
T [I + tanh(_)CTHERM(2)]
av _ (A.I8)
Tmax (_) i+ ETR(2) tanh(_)
Equations (A.14) and (A.18) are thus cyclic with respect to the end of the
joint. The joint strength is identified simply by the lesser of equations
(A.14) and (A.18). The non-dimensionalized adherend imbalances ETR and CTHERM
conveniently lack any influence of the joint length which is confined to the
nondimensionalized overlap (_). Equations (A.14) and (A.18) therefore serve
as the characterization of the elastic double-lap joint. For long overlaps,
tanh(l£/2) + i, SO that the non-dimensionalized joint strength (Tav / T )(_£)P
approaches the lesser of the two constant values
(A.19)
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A.l.2 Analysis for Plastic Strains at 0nly One End of Joint
In this case, the adhesive stress-strain relation (A.S) is supplemented by the
relati ons
(_.-_)
I o (A 20)y = T -- T
P
throughout a plastic region of assumed length o at the more critical end of the
joint (the "soft" Et end in the absence of thermal mismatch), as illustrated in
Figure 8 by setting a = 0 and b = e, and by shifting the x - origin to the
middle of the elastic region of the joint• Therefore,
y = A sinh(_x) + B cosh(_x) (A.21)
throughout the elastic region and
(---%)Ix2T_ ' [ (_ 2-o)y = 2G _2+C_+F _ = x- (A.22)
throughout the plastic region• The relevant boundary conditions obviously
depend upon which end of the joint is critical. It is readily established that
the appropriate procedure is to start by assuming arbitrarily that either end
is critical and to compute the joint strength. One then interchanges ETR(2)
for ETR(1) and CTHERM(2) for CTHEIRM(1) to see if the other end was less or more
critical• The appropriate critical end and joint strength are identified by
the lower of the two strengths•
It is assumed that the end x = +z12 is critical for reference•
the relevant boundary conditions are
Y = Ye = _ I G at x = (_ - c) 1 2 , { =P
Y = Ye + Yp at { = 0 ,
= (_ - o)d_x- d_y_ at x = _ =
dx d_ 2 ' 0
(_. - _ )AT (_ - o)d_y_ = Tav + 1 o at x -
dx nEt 2
o o n
and
In this event,
o , (A.23)
(A.24)
(A.25)
, (A.26)
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dy 2T £ (mi - ao)AT
--= a---X-v+ at E = c . (A.27)
d_ nEit i n
While the elastic analysis is just as conveniently performed in terms of either
the adhesive shear stress T or shear strain y, the appropriate variable is the
shear strain when adhesive plasticity is included.
(A.27) derive from
dy i[ Ti
= A1 cosh(Ix) + B_ sinh(ix) = --'-- --
dx n [Eit i
Thus, conditions (A.26) and
T jo + (ai- So)A
Et
O O
, (A.28)
which is equivalent to equation (A.7).
(A.28) for the integration constants yields
Ye
The solution of equations (A.23) through
F = 7e Tp / G ,
: • I G : A sin [X(k S)]+ B oosh[X( -f )]
P
jI2T \
yp 02 + Cc
2G
(A.29)
, (A.30)
(A.31)
A1 cosh[l(_-_-)] + BI sinh[l(_)] = C , (A.32)
T £ -So)ATav (si
--+
nEot o
(A.33)
and
12Tp) 2T £ (si- So)AT_V +
--CG _ + C = nEit i n
(A.34)
After some algebraic manipulation it is found that
+
= tanh[l V [Tp 2 \I+ETR(1)
(A.35)
and
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f
x_ : [--(T)._p CTHE_(1)I+ETR(1)
- [-_--p%--\i÷ETR(1)
2 Yp
- 2 -- . (A.36)
Ye
These can be solved by iteration for the unknowns (e/a) and (_av/Tp). This
solution is tedious but, for sufficiently long overlaps, tanh[X(_- c)/ 2] + i,
and it is found that
(_vl(_) ÷ i + 2- + cT_(1)
\Tp/ 2 Ye 2
(A.37)
Were the end x = -_/2 critical instead, the following quantity would be lower
in value than equation (A.37)
[_ yp ][I+ETR(2)
_v_(_) + i + 2--+ c_(2)
\_p_ 2 Ye 2
(A.38)
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A.l.3 Analysis for Plastic Strains at Both Ends of Joint
The governing equations are given in Sections (A.I.I) and (A.I.2) above and,
with the co-ordinate system adopted in Figure 8, it is found that the boundary
conditions are expressible in the form:
7 = Ye = _ / G at x = +d/2 ,
P
Y = Ye + Yp at _ = b ,
a_X- = d_y_ at
dx d_
= 0 , and at x = -d/2 , { = o , (A.39)
(assuming adherend end i critical) (A.40)
x =+a/2 , { = 0 , (A.41)
ay _ ay
dx d_
x =-d/2 , _ = 0 , (A.42)
_v
d_ qEoto
(mi -mo )AT
at _ = a , (A.43)
and
d7 2_ £ (_. - _ )AT
aV I 0
d_ nEiti n
at _ = b . (A.44)
The strains in the respective regions are
x = A slnh(Xx) + B cosh(Xx) (A.45)
_X2"r
/ "t,_%
\ 2G I
(A.46)
and
_ ,,IX2 [-_,
y = [_.______)_2+ H_ + J .
_2G I
(A.47)
Hence
A = 0 (A.48)
_d
F = J = Ye = B cosh(-_-)
_X2T .
yp = (" "Plb2 + Cb ,
2G /
(A.49)
(A.50)
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Bk sinh(_) = C = H , (A.51)
12Vp 2T £ (ai - mo)AT
--b+ C = av +
G nEiti
(A.52)
12XP Tav£ (mi - Uo )AT
--a+H = ---
G nEoto n
(A.53)
where
a+b+d = £ (A.58)
Straightforward algebraic manipulation yields
Yp
[Ib + tanh(_-r-)]2 : tauh2(_)+ 2- ,
Ye
(A.55)
d tanh(_)
av
= i ---+
p _
(A.56)
),b+ tanh(_-_) = %-_pV_)ll + _2)Ei ti
2Eot o
(el - So)AT
+
•rp +
(A.57)
and
Xav _A / 2 1la + tanh(_) = -_--(T ) 2Eot °
Eit----_--1/
These equations may be re-arranged into the set
(_o - m'i)AT
+ • (A.58)
Tav d tanh(_)
= 1 ---+
p A
(A.59)
and
: CTHERM(1) + _tanh2(_) + 2- (A.60)Tp 2 _l + ETR(1) Ye '
which can be solved by iteration for the unknowns d/_ and Tav/T p. Restricting
attention to sufficiently long overlaps,
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Wayk_ I_ YP I[ I+ETR(1)T-(T ) -* 1 + 2 --+ CTHERM(1) . (A.6I)
p 'Ye 2
Equations (A.60) and (A.61) are evaluated for each of adherends (I) and (2) in
turn to identify the lesser positive value of Tav/Tp, and thence, the critical
end of the joint.
It is evident from equation (A.61) that the two adherend imbalances can either
compound or alleviate each other. In the one case b is greater than a for
adherend(s) (1) end of the joint critical while a is greater than b for adher-
end(s) (2) end critical. In the latter event, a replaces b in equation (A.55).
A comparison of equations (A.61), (A.37) and (A.19) confirms that the same
asymptote is approached whether there be two, one, or no plastic zones in the
adhesive.
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A.I.4 Analysis for Fully-Plastic Adhesive-Bonded Joint
In the digital computer program A4EB analyzing adhesive-bonded double-lap
joints, it is necessary to identify both the critical end and the transitional
extent of the joint, beyond which the adhesive must contain some elastic region.
The analysis for the fully-plastic joint is the simplest case, yet it is very
powerful. For any practical ductile adhesive, it closely approximates the
maximum joint strength between a given pair of adherends. Indeed, as a first
approximation, the inclusion of the adhesive elastic behavior is an unwarranted
complication for all but brittle adhesives.
The governing equations are as follows. For horizontal force equilibrium,
dT dT.
O 1
_+T = 0 _-2'r
dx P ' dx P
= 0 (A.62)
where T
P is the (uniform) adhesive stress. For displacement compatibility,
d6 T d6. T.
= o AT _ z
dx E---_ + _o ' = E.-'-_+ _" AT
oo dx zi 1
(A.63)
and
Y
i 0
n
The solution follows from
z To
dx n E.t. Et
I i 0 0
through
dx2 q o o
as
(mi - _o )AT
+
q
_2
G P
/_.2.r__
',2G _
(A.64)
(A.65)
(A.66)
(A.67)
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The x - origin is chosen as that location at which y = Ye and dy/dx = O.
origin may be outside the extent of the joint. For this origin,
This
B = Ye and A = 0 . (A.68)
There are two possibilities, depending upon the relative magnitudes of the
adherend imbalances. In the event that the adherend (i) end of the joint is
critical,
12TP b 2
YP = 2G
(A.69)
as is evident from Figure 8 in the absence of any elastic adhesive behavior,
whence
yp
xb = 2 -- . (A.70)
Ye
Were the other end [adherends (o)] of the joint to develop the maximum adhesive
shear strain (Ye + Yp)' the equivalent relation would be
xa = 2-- . (A.71)
Corresponding to equation (A.70),
12Tp T. (mi - _o )AT 2Tp£ (a. - a )AT
--b = -_L-z+ = nE.t-----_+ z o , (A.72)
G qEit± n z • n
whence
(1)X_____< Xb : (X_,) - CT_(1) , (A.73)2 - ]_+_._(1)
so that
>'--_-_= + CTI-IEZRM(I) . (A.74)
2 I T e 2
Corresponding to equation (A.71),
12XP To (ei - eo )AT
-- -- a -- ÷ = -- --
nEt
O oo n
Tp£ (mi - ao )AT
+
nE t
0 0 n
(A.75)
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whence
= + CTHERM(2) • . (A.76)
2
The procedure to identify the appropriate transitional overlap is to take the
lesser positive value of (A.74) and (A.76). Regardless of the sign of CTHEIRM
and its magnitude relative to Yp/Ye it is evident that at least one of (A.74)
and (A.76) must yield a real solution. In the event that the other equation
does not, it must be concluded that the thermally-induced residual stresses are
beyond the capacity of the adhesive to resist them.
For very short overlaps it is not necessary that the adhesive shear strain y
vary from its maximum of (Ye + Yp) at the critical location all the way down to Ye
elsewhere. For such short overlaps the critical end is identified by the sign
of dy/dx at the critical end. With reference to Figure 8, then, if the adherend
(i) end be critical,
d__yJ T. (_i - ao)AT I£
= ----!---i+ _ - CTH]_RM(1) , (A.77)
0 < dx bl nEit i n i + ETR(1)
while, were the adherends (o) end critical (with the same sense for the x - co-
ordinate),
d_-_l T (_. - _ )AT I£0 > ___o__o i o
-a = - _Eoto + _ - + CTHEIRM(2) (A.78)n i + E R(2)
For positive values of CTII]EIRM(1) it is evident that the critical end of the
joint may be changed throughout the fully-plastic overlaps.
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A.2 Computer Program A4EB for Shear Strength of Double-Lap Bonded Joints
A Fortran IV digital computer program has been prepared and checked out for
solving the general equations of Appendix A.l in non-dimensionalized form. The
solution employs an iterative technique for the strength of bonded joints only
slightly longer than the length for which the adhesive behaves plastically
throughout. Arbitrary combinations of adherend stiffness and thermal imbalance
are provided for. The complete listing follows and sample output pages are
included. The format of the input data is identified below.
CARD l:
FORMAT (515)
IMAX = Number of thermal mismatch coefficients. IMAX .LE. 20
JMAX = Number of non-dimensionalized overlaps. JMAX .LE. 40
(Note that this is one more than the number of overlaps to read in.)
KMAX = Number of adherend stiffness imbalances. KMAX .LE. lO
LMAX = Number of plastic-to-elastic adhesive shear strain ratios.
LMAX .LE. 20
NMAX = Number of iteration cycles. NMAX .GE. lO .AND..LE. 50
(Note NMAX = 20 is recommended.)
CARDS 2, 2A, 2B, etc:
FORMAT (12F6.2)
OL(J) = Overlaps.
(Note that OL(J) must be in ascending order and OL(2) must be less
than 0.2. OL(1) is set at zero by the program and not read in.)
CARDS 3, 3A, 3B, etc:
FORMAT (IOF5.2)
ETR(K) = Adherend stiffness imbalances.
(Note that ETR(K) must be greater than zero and less than or equal
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to unity. The array should be read in in ascending or descending
order. )
CARDS4, 4A, 4B, etc:
FORMAT(IOF7.3)
CTHERM(1)= Adherend thermal mismatches.
(Note that equal and opposite values must be read in consecut-
ively to account for the difference between tensile and
compressive application of the shear load.)
(Values of ± 5 are sufficient for the available range of
adhesives. Greater values of CTHERM are associated with joints
breaking apart under internal thermal stress without external
load application.)
CARDS 5, 5A, 5B, etc:
FORMAT (14F5.2)
GPOVGE(L) = Adhesive plastic-to-elastic shear strain ratios.
Having demonstrated that this iteration cycle is convergent (while other poss-
ible arrangements were found not to be) the program can be readily extended by
the user to dimensional form for his specific requirements. Likewise, rather
than showing non-dimensionalized parametric trends as the program is now set up,
it may be adapted to operate on single joint specifications.
The output of program A4EB is in pairs of tables, with the average-to-maximum
adhesive shear stress ratio (_av/Tp) and the non-dimensionalized joint strength
(Tav/_p)(_) listed as functions of the adherend stiffness ratio ETR < 1 horiz-
ontally and the non-dimensionalized overlap _ = n + _2 vertically.
Each table is prepared for a single value of the thermal mismatch coefficient
(e0 - a i )ATI
and equal and opposite values are treated in turn to
CTHERM = T 2
cover both tensile and compressive shear 1oadings.
lO0
CDECK A6EB
C ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS OF DOUBLE-LAP JOINTS
_ON-DIMENSInNALIZED AVERAGE SHEAR STRESSES COMPUTED
NON-DIMENSIONALIZED STRENGTHS COMPUTED
C RANGE OF AOHESIVE DUCTILITIES INCLUDED
RANGES OF _DHEREND STIFFNESS AND THERMAL IMBALANCES ACCOUNTED FOR)ATA PRESENTATION FOR TENSILE SHEAR LOADING
CHANGE SIGN OF CTHERM FOR COMPRESSIVE SHEAR LOADS
SET CTHERM .EQ. O, AND REPLACE ADHEREND ETtS WITH GT*S FOR IN-PLANEC ! (EDGEWISEI SHEAR LOADING
C
AAEBOOLO
AAEBO020
A_EBO030
AAEBO06O
AAEBOO5O
A6E_OO60
A6EBO070
A6EBO080
A6EBOOqO
A6EBOLO0
A6EfiOLLOC DIMENSION OL(JI, ETR(KI, CTHERM(I)_ GPOVGEILI_ TAUAVG(JtKIt A6EBOL20
t STRGTH(JtKIp ICRTNDIJvK)t THERMC(NCRTNOIt VRINCRTND)t AAEBO[30
C _ TLMSTRINCRTND), CLMSTRINCRTNDJt OLTRNTINCRTNO}t OLTRNCINCRTND) AAEBO[40
OLRE_(NCRTND), TRATIOINCRTND|p TRANSLIK) AAEBOI50
DIMENSION OL(AO), ETR(IOIt CTHERM(20|, GPOVGE(20), TAUAVG(AO,[O), AAEBO[60
[ STRGTH(AO,[O), ICRTND(60_IO)t THERMCI2)t VR(2|v TLMSTR(Z|v AAEBO[TO
C Z CLMSTR(2)v OLTRNTIZ)v OLTRNC(2Ie OLREF(Zlv TRATIO(2), TRANSL(|O|AAEB0180
C READ IN INPUT DATA
C _EAD IN ARRAY SIZES
READ _S [0) IqAXt JMAX, KMAXt LMAXt NMAX10 FORMA _ 5)51
C IMAX .LE. 20t JMAX .LE. 60t KMAX .LE. toy LWAX oLE° 20,[ NMAX .GE. [0 .AND..LE. 50
C IF N_Tt MODIFY DIMENSION STATEMENT
C _EAD IN NDN-DIWENSIDNALIZED OVERLAPS
OLltl = O.
C OLlJI MUST BE IN ASCENDING ORDER
C 3L(2) MUST BE .LT. 0.2 FOR IDENTIFICATION OF CRITICAL END OF JOINTC I OF ZERO OVERLAP (LIMITING CASE)
C OL(J! MUST BE .LT. L30. FOR COMPATIBILITY WITH FORMAT STATEMENT 680
READ (5,20) (OL(Jlv J = 2, JMAX)
20 FORMAT (12F6.2l
C READ IN STIFFNESS IMBALANCES
C IDENTIFY A_HERFNDS SUCH THAT ETR(K) = ETIII/ET(2) .LE. [.
C STIFFNESS RATIOS SHOULD BE IN ASCENDING OR DESCENDING ORDER
ETR(_ SHOULD INCLUDE VALUE L. BUT MUST EXCLUDE VALUE O°
AD (5,30) (ETR(K)_ K = It KMAXI
30 FqRMAT lI0_5.2l
C _EAD IN _3N-DIMENSI_NALIZED THERMAL MISMATCH COEFFICIENTS
C :THRUM °PROPNL. (AL_HAIZI-ALPHAI])I*IOPERATING TEMP; - CURE TFMP. I
C NEED CTHERM(I} ARRAY TO CONTAIN BOTH POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE VALUES
C I TO EOVE_ BOTH TENSILE AND COMPRESSIVE LOADS
READ (5,40) (CTHERM(1), I = [, IMAX)
60 FORMAT (LOFT.31
C READ IN PLASTIC-TO-ELASTIC STRAIN RATIOS
RE_D (5,50l (GPOVGEIL), L = X, LMAX)
50 FORMAT(LAF5.2)
C
C PRINT OUT INPUT DATA
WRITE {6v60) IMAXv JMAX, KMAXt LMAXv NMAX
60 FORMAT (lHlv qH IMAX = _ 12t 9H JMAX = v 12, 9H KMAX = , 12v
l OH LMAX = , I2, 9H NMAX = , I2)
WRITE (6,70l
70 FORMAT([OH OVERLAPS)
WQITE (&vO0) (OL(J)v J = It JMAK)
80 FORMAT ([2F6.2)
WRITE (6,gO)
gO FORMAT (22H STIFFNFSS IMBALANCESI
WRITE (6,[00) (ETR(K|t K = Iv KMAX|
[DO FORMAT (16F5.2)
WRITE (6, liD)
XLO =ORMAT (20H THERMAL MISMATCHES)
WRITE (AtL20l (CTHERM(IIv I = 1, IMAXI
120 FORMAT (lOFT.3)
WRITE I6, I30l
130 _ORMAT (36H PLASTIC-TO-ELASTIC STRAIN RATIOSI
WRITE (6,160) (GPOVGE(L}, L = I, LMAX)lAD FORMAT (L6F5°[|
C
C START COMPUTATIONAL 00 LOOPS
DO 650 L = I, LMAX
GAMMAR = GPOVGE(L}
GR = 2. * GAMMAP
R_OTGR = SORTIGR)
RAOGMR = SQRT([. ÷ GR)
DO 650 I = Iv IMAX
THERMC(]) = CTHPRMIII
TH_RMC(2) = - THERMCI[)
DO 370 K = I, KMA_
Vo(I! = ETR(K)
VR(2) : I° I VR([)C
IF (;AMMAR °GT. Ool GO TO 200
C IP NOT, USE SPFCIAL SOLUTION FOR PURELY ELASTIC JOINTS
DO 190 J = 2t JMAX
OLAP = OL(Jl t 2.
AAEBOXO0
AAEBO200
AAEB02IO
AAEBO220
AAEB0230
AAEBD260
AAEB0250
AAEB0260
AAEB0270
AAEB0280
AAEB0290
AAEB0300
AAEB0310
AAEBO320
A4EB0330
A4EBD36D
AAEBO350
AAEBO360
A4EBO370
A6EB0380
A6EBO3qO
A_EB0600
A6EB06lO
AAEB0620
A6EB0630
AAEB0460
A_ER0450
AAEB0460
AAEBO670
AAEB0680
AAEBO690
AAEBO5OO
A6EB05IO
A6EB0520
AAFB0530
AAEBO560
AAFB0550
AAEROSbO
A4EB0570
AAERO5BO
AAEB0590
A_EB0600
AAEB06[O
AAEB0620
AAEB0630
AAEB0660
A6EBOb50
A6EB0660
A6E80670
A6EB0680
A4EBO6qO
A4EB070O
A6EBO710
AAEBO720
A6E80730
A6EB0740
A6EB0750
A6ERO769
A6EBD770
A6ER0780
AAER0790
A6ERO800 _
A_EBOOtO
AAEBO82D
AAERO830
A6EBO860
AAEB0850
AAEB0860
AAEBO870
AAEBOB80
lOl
VlO • OLIJ|
V2 • TANHIALAPl
V3=II.*V2=THERMCItI)I(OLAP=(II.IV21_V2=([=-VRILIIt(I.+VR(I)))I
V_=II.+V2=THFRMC(2)I/(DLAP=(II.IV2i+V2=II°-VR(2iII(t.+VRI2))))
IF ( (V] .GT. 0.) .AND. IV3 .LT. V4I ) GO TO LSO
IF ( IV4 .GT. 0.) .AND. (V_ .LT. V3) ) GO TO 160
IP ( (V3 .GT. 0.) .AND. IV4 .EQ. V3) I GO TO 170
C IF NONE OF THESE, JOINT HAS BROKEN WITHOUT EXTERNALLY APPLIED LOAD
C l BECAUSE OF EXCESSIVE THERMAL MISMATCH BETWEEN ADHERENDS
GO TO lBO
C &DHERENOIS) ILl END OF JOINT CRITICAL
I50 TAUAVG{JtK) = V3
STRGTHIJpKI = V3 = VIO
ICRTNO(  K)= LGO TO t
C ADHEREND(S) (2) END OF JOINT CRITICAL
160 T&UAVG(J,K) = V_
STRGTH(J,K) = V4 = VLO
ICRTNDIJ,K) = 2
GO TD IqO
C BOTH ENDS OF JOINT E_UALLY CRITICAL FROM NULLIFYING (OR ZERO)
C L ADHEREND IMBALANCES
170 TA_.IAVG[JtK) = V3
STRGTH(J,K) = V3 _ VIO
ICRTND(J_K) = 0
GO TO laO
C EXCESSIVE THERMAL MISMATCH BREAKS JOINT WITHOUT EXTERNAL LOAD
L@O TAUAVG(J,K) : O.
STRGTH(J,K) = O.
ICRTND(J,K) = 0
LgO CONTINUE
C SET ZERO TRANSITIONAL LENGTH FOR PURELY ELASTIC JOINTS
TRANSLIK) = O.
GO TO 370
C
C COMPUTATIONS FOR ELASTIC-PLASTIC BEHAVIOUR
C
C FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ESTABLISH LIMITING VALUES FOR LONG OVERLAPS
C OBSERVE HOW IMBALANCES CAN REINFORCE OR COUNTERACT EACH OTHER
C RELATIVE VALUES ESTABLISH CRITICAL END OF JOINT FOR GIVEN LOAD DIR'N
C FOLLOWING EQUATIONS ESTABLISH LIMITING STRENGTHS FOR TENSILE SHEAR
ZOO TLMSTR(1) = (RADGMR ÷ THERMC(1)) = [I. + VR(1))
TLMSTR(2) = (RADGMR * THERMC(2)) = (I. ÷ VR(2))
A4EBO8gO
ABEBOgO0
AAEBOgIO
ABEBO920
ABEBOg30
AAEB0940
AAEBO950
A4EBOgBO
A4EBO970
AAEBO980
A_EBD9gO
A4EBLO00
A4EBIOIO
A4EB[020
A6EBI030
AAERI040
A4EB[O50
A4EBLO60
AAEBI070
A4EBIO80
AAEBL090
A4EBLLO0
A4EBIllO
A4EB[120
A4EBL130
AAEBII4O
AAEBtISO
A_EBII60
AAEB[[70
A4EBLI_O
A4EBLIgO
A4EBI200
A6E912[O
A4EBL2ZO
A4EBI230
A4EBI240
AAEBI250
AAEBI260
A4EBI270
A4EB[280
AAEBI290
AAERI300
AAEB[JIO
C FOLLOWING EQUATIONS WOULD ESTABLISH LIMITING STRENGTHS FOR COMPRESSIONA4ER[320
C CLMSTRII| = (R&DGMR - THERMC(II) = (I. ÷ VR(1))
C CLMSTR{2) = (RADGMR - THERMC(2)) • (I. + VR(2))
C FOLLOWING EQUATIONS ESTABLISH TRANSITIONAL LENGTHS FOR TENSILE SHEAR
OLTRNT(I| = (ROOTGR • THERMC(L)I • It. + VR(1)!
DLTRNT(2) = {ROOTGR * THERMC[2)) # It. + VR(2))
C NEXT PQUATI_NS WOULD ESTABLISH TRANSITIONAL LENGTHS FOR COMPRESSION
C OLTRNC(I! : (ROOTGR - THERMC(L)) • It. • VR(I))
C OLTRNC(2) = (RROTGR - THERMC(2|) = ([. * VR(2))
C
C SPECIAL ROUTINE FOR SHORT (FULLY-PLASTIC) OVERLAPS
DO 250 J = 2, JMAX
JSAVE = J
V4 = OL(J)
C COMPARE OVERLAP WITH TRANSITIONAL OVERLAP
C IF LESS, JOINT IS FULLY PLASTIC THROUGHOUT
C IF MORE, JOINT CONTAINS ELASTIC TROUGH IN SHEAR STRESS DISTRIBUTION
IF ( (V4 .GT. OLTRNT{I)| .OR. (V4 .GI. OLTRNT(2)) | GO TO 260
C IF NOT, SET FULLY-PLASTIC ADHESIVE BEHAVIOUR FOR SHORT OVERLAPS
C IDENTIFY CRITICAL END OF JOINT FOR SHORT OVERLAPS
C NCRTNO FOR SHORT OVERLAPS MAY DIFFER _ROM NCRTND FOR LONG OVERLAPS
C IDENTIFY CRITICAL END FROM SHEAR STRAIN GRADIENTS
V2 = ([° / (I. ÷ VR|[))) - |THERMC([) ! VA)
V3 = |I. / ([. + VR(2))) - (THERMC(2) / VA)
V5 = V2 - V3
IF (V5)230,22O,2LO
_LO MCRTND = t
GO TO 240
220 MC_TND = O
GO TO 260
230 MCRTND = 2
260 ICRTND(J,K) = MCRTND
TAUAVG|J,K| = I.
STRGTH(J,K) = V4
2SO CONTINUE
260 CONTINUE
C STORE TRANSITIONAL OVERLAP
IF (MCRTND .EQ. Ol MCRTND = [
C THIS A_ISES ONLY IN THE ABSENCE OF BOTH ADHEREND IMBALANCES
TRANSL(K) = OLTRNT(MCRTND)
IF (TRANSL(K) .LT. O.) TRANSLIK| = O.
DO 360 J = JS_VE, JMAX
OLAP = OL(J| I 2o
V4 = OL(J)
DO 300 NCRTNO = [, 2
A4EB_330
A4EBI340
A4EBI350
A4ERI360
A4EBI370
A4E_I380
AAFBI3qO
A4EBI400
A4EBI4IO
A4EB1420
A4EB1430
44E_I44O
A4EB1450
A4EBI460
A4E_I470
A4Eq1480
A4EBL4qO
A4ERtSO0
A4ERLSIO
A_EB!520
AAEBI530
AAEBI540
A4EBI550
A4EB1560
AAEBISTO
A4EBIS80
AAEBLS90
A4EBI6OO
AAEBl610
A4EB1620
AAEBI630
A4EBI640
AAEB1650
A4EBI660
AAEBI670
AAEBI680
A4EB[600
A4EBITO0
A4EBITtO
ABEBL720
A4EB1730
A4E81740
AAEBL750
AAEBITBO
I02
C ITERATION ROUTINE TO ESTABLISH STRENGTH OF INTERMEDIATE OVERLAPS A4EB1770
C ESTABLISH IF OVERLAP IS GREATER THAN ONE ONLY OF TRNTINCRTND} AAEBI780
SET TRATIOINCRTND) .EQ. I. FOR FULLY-PLASTIC JOINT POSSIBILITY AAEB[790C IF S _ ( IV4 .LE. OLTRNTII}) .AND° (NCRTND .EQ. [) | GO TO 280
IF ( IV4 .LE. OLTRNT(2I) °AND. (NCRTND .EQ. 2l I GO TO 290
C IF NEITHER IF THESE, (TRATIOI[) .AND. TRATID(2| ) .LT° I
V5 = OLTRNTINCRTNDI / 2. °
DO 270 N = l, NMAX
V6 = TANHIV5)
@7 = (THERMC|NCRTND) _ SQRT(V6_V6 * GRI} # (|°÷VRINCRTND)) / V4
VB = (1. - V7 ÷ V6/OLAP) $ OLAP
C COMPARE V5 AND V_. CONVERGENCE ESTABLISHED WHEN EQUAL
C ENSURE AT LEAST [0 ITERATION CYCLES BUT LIMIT T3 LESS THAN NMAX
IF {N .LE. 10) GO TO 270
Vg = VB I V5
IF I (loO00O[ .GT. VO| °AND. (0.g9999 .LT. VO| ) GO TO ]OO270 V5 = VR
GO TO 300
280 V7 = I.
GD TO 300
2qO V7 = I.
300 TRATIO(NCRTND) = V?
c
C IDENTIFY CRITICAL END OF JOINT
IF (TRATIO(I} .LT. TRATIO(2)) GO TO 310
IF (TRATIO(2} .LT° TRATIO(1)) GO TO 320
IF (TRATIO(2I .EQ. TRATIO([)) GO TO 330
C ADHERENDIS) (I) END OF JOINT CRITICAL
310 TAUAVGIJ,K) = TRATIO(1)
STRGTH(J,KI = TRATIO(1) • V4
ICRTND(J,K) = I
S0 TO 340
C ADHERENO(S) (2) END _F JOINT CRITICAL
320 TAUAVG(J,K) = TRATIO(2)
STRGTH(J,K) = TROT)O(2) = V4
ICRTND(J,K} = 2
GO TO 340
C BOTH ENDS IF JOINT EQUALLY CRITICAL FROM NULLIFYING IQR ZERO)
C I ADHEREND I_ALANCES
330 TAUAVGfJ,K) = TRATIO(1)
STRGTH(J,K) = TRATIO(1) • V4
ICRT_D(J,K) = 0
340 IF (TAUAVG(J,K) .GE° 0.) GO TO 350 A4EB2190
C IF NOT, JOINT HAS BROKEN DUE TO THERMAL STRESSES WITHOUT EXTERNAL LOADA4EB2200
TAUAVG(J,K} = O.
STRGTH(J,K) = O. AAEB2210
GO TO 360 A4EB2220
AAE@2230
C REFINE ITFRATIVE CqMOUTATIONS FOR LONG OVERLAPS BY COMPARISON WITH AAEB2240
C I LIMITING STPENGTHS COMPUTED DIRECTLY A4EB2250
350 MCRTND = ICRTNO(J,K| A4EB2260
C COVER POSSIBILITY OF LONG JOINT WITH ZERO ADHEREND IMBALANCES A4EB2270
IF IMCRTNO .EQ. O} MCRTNO = ! AAEB2280
IF (STRGTH(J,K) .GT. TLMSTR(MCRTND)) STRGTHIJ_K) = TLMSTRIMCRTND) A4EB2290
I_ (TAUAVGIJ,K) .LF° I.) GO TO 360 AAEB2300
C IF NOT, THERE HAS BEEN A COMPUTATIONAL ERROR AAEB2310
C PRINT ASTERISKS TO IDENTIFY FAILURE TO CONVERGE
C RERUN WITH GREATER VALUE OF NMAX
TAUAVG(JtK) = I00°
STRGTH(J,K) : iOO0.
360 CnNTINUE
370 CONTINUE
C
C SET UNIFOQM STRFSS FOR ZERn OVERLAP
3_0 OD 3gO K = 1, KM_X
TAUAVG(I,K) = i.
STRGTH(1,K) = O.
AAEBI800
A4EB1810
AAEBI820
AAEB1830
AAEB1840
AAEB1850
A4EB[860
A4ES]870
ABEBI880-
A4EBt890
AAEBlqOO
AAEBIglO
AAEBlg20
A4EBlq30
AAEBI940
AAEB1950
AAEBI960
A4EBI970
AAEBIg80
AAEBt990
AAEB2OO0
AAEB20ZO
A4EB2020
A4EB2030
AAEB2040
AAEB2O50
AAE_206O
A4EB2070
AAEB2080
AAEB209D
AAEB2IO0
AAEB2IIO
AAE_2120
AAEB2130
A4EB2[40
AAEB2150
AAEB21&O
AAEB2170
A4EB218O
A4EB2320
A4EB2330
A4FB2340
A4EB2350
A4EB2360
A4EB2370
A4EB2380
AAEB2390
AAEB2400
AAER24[O
A4EB2420
3QO ICRTND(I,K) = ICRTNDI2,K) AAEB2430
C HENCE NEEO FOR OL(2! TO BE SMALL ENOUGH TO BE LESS THAN THAT AT WHICH A4EB2440C | NCRTND CHANGES
C A4EB2450
A4EB24bO
C END O_ COMPUTATIONS. START OF PRINTING OUT OF TABULATED RESULTS A4EB2470C
AAEB24_O
C PRINT QUT AVERAGE STRESS HEADING A4EB2490WRITE I6,400)
AAEB2500
690 PORMAT ([H[/, 5IIHOlI, 25X, 61HADHESIVE-BONDED DOUBLE-LAP JOINTSA4ER2510
I IFLASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS)I, AAEB2520
2 39X, 3[HNON-DIMENSIONALIZED FORMULATION) AAEB2530
IF IGAMMAR .WE. O°) GO TO 420 AAEB2540WRITE (6,410)
A4EB2550
610 FORMATIIHO, 4_X, 23HPURELY ELASTIC ADHESIVE) AAEB2560GO TO 440
620 WRITE (6,430) GAMMAR A_EB2570
AAEB2580
_30 FORMATIIHO, 27X, 49HPLASTIC TO ELASTIC ADHESIVE SHEAR STRAIN RATIOAAEB2590
I - F5.2)IF I A4EB2600
CTHERM(I] .NE. O.I GO TO 460 AAEB2610WRITE (6,450)
AAE82620
450 FORMAT (1H , 3?X, 33HZERO THERMAL MISMATCH COEFFICIENT) A4EB2630GO TO _80 A4EB2640
103
4bO WRITE (6,4_0) THERMC|I|, THERMC(2) A4EB2650
_70 FORMAT (IH , 16X, _IHTH_PMAL MISMATCH COEFFICIENT , 96.3, A4ER2660
L I_H _qR TENSION, - 'K F6"}'I, L6H COR COMPRESSION) = A4F926704qO WRITE {6,490) (ETR(K] - KMAX) A4Eq2690
4go FORMAT ( IHO, 67×, _OHO-= _DTH ENDS EQUALLY CRITICAL/, 20X, A4ER2690
I _2HAVERAGE SHEAR STRESS / MAXIMUM SHEAR STRESS , L = SOFT ET EA4ER2700
2NO CRITICAL/, 69×, 25H2 = STIFF ET END CRITICAL/, A4EB2710
3 RHO SCALED, _IX, 3QHEXT_NSIDNAL STIFFNESS (THICKNESS) RATIO/, A4EB2720
4 7H L/T/, 7H RATIn, FT.1, QFIO. I/, IHO) AMER2730
C A4EB2740
C _RITE OUT TABULATI[]NS 3F AVERAGE BOND STRESSES A4EB2750
DO 510 J = [, JM_X A4EB2760
WRITE (&,500) OL(J), ((TAUAVG(J,K), ICRTND(JtK)), K = i, KMAX) A4EB2770
500 FORMAT ([H , F6.2, 2X, [0(F7.5, IX, It, [X)) A4F_27BO
510 CONTINUE AMEB27qo
C AMER2800
WRITE (6,520) AME_28IO
C PRINT _UT JnINT STRENGTH HEADING A4E_2820
520 FORMAT (|HI/, 5(IHO/), 25X_ 61HADHESIVE-BONDEO DOUBLE-LAP JOINTSA4E92830
I (ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS)/, A4EB2840
2 3_×, 3IHN_N-D!MENSIONALIZED FORMULATION) A4EB2850
Ig (SA_MAR .HE. 0o) GO TO 540 A4EB2860
WRITE (6,530) A4FB2870
530 FORMAT(tHO, 42X, 23HPURELY ELASTIC ADHESIVE) A4EB2990
GO T3 560 A4EB2890
560 WRITE (6,550) GAMMAR AME62900
550 FORMAT(IHO, 27X, 49HPLASTIC TO ELASTIC ADaESIVE SHEAR STRAIN RATIOA4ES29tO
I = , _5.2) AMEB2920
560 IF (CTHERM(I) .NE. 0.) GO TO 580
WRITE I6,570)
570 F_R_&T (IH , 37X, 33HZERO THERMAL MISMATCH COEFFICIENT)
GO T3 600
580 WRITE |6,5q0) THERMCII), THERMC(2)
5_0 FORMAT (IH , [6X, 3IHTHERMAL MISMATCH CQEFFICIENT = , F6.3,
I I?H =OR TENS/ON, = , F6.3, [&H FOR COMPRESSION)
600 WRITE {6,&tO) (ETR(K), K = I, KMAX)
6[0 F_RMAT ( IHO, 67X, 30HO = BOTH ENDS EQUALLY CRITICAL/, 20X,
t 72H_]N-DIMENSIONALI/FD JOINT STRENGTH
2NO CRITICAL/, 6RX, 25H2 = STIF_ ET END CRITICAL/,
A4EB2930
AMEB2gMO
AMFB2950
AMEB2960
A4ER2gTO
AMEB2980
AMFB2990
A4EB300O
AMEB3OIO
I = SOFT ET EA4EBO020
A4EB30?O
3 qHO SCALED, 3IX, 39HEXTENSIONAL STIFFNESS (THICKNESS) RATIO/,
4 _H L/T/, 7H RATIO, F7.I, 9FIO. I/, IHO)
C
C WRITE qUT TABULATIONS _F JOINT STRENGTHS
DO 630 J = I, JMAX
WRITE (6,620) nL(J), (ISTRGTHIJ,K), ICRTNO(J,K)), K = [, KMAX)
520 _ORMAT (IH , F6.2, 2X, 101F7.4, IX, 11, IX))
630 CONTINUE
C WRITE OUT TRANSITIONAL JOINT STRENGTHS
_RITE (5,640) (TRANSL(K), K : I, KMAX)
640 FORMAT (8HO TRANSL, LX, IO(F7o4, 3X))
650 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,660)
660 FORMAT (IHi, IBH PROGRAM COMPLETED)
STOP
END
A4ER3040
A4EB3050
AMEB3060
A4EB3070
A4EB3OBO
A4EB3090
AMER3IO0
A4EB31IO
A4EBOL20
A4ER3130
A4ER3140
AMEB315O
A4E_3160
A4EB3170
A4ER3ISO
A4EB3190
I04
SCALED
L/T
RATIO O,L
O.t) C.O 2
0.10 O. 1000 2
O.15 O. t 5r_0 2
0.20 O. 20nO ?
0.30 0.3090 2
O.50 0.5000 2
0.70 O.70h0 2
1.00 1.03q0 2
1.20 1.2,')00 2
1.50 t. =,nO0 2
L.70 1.7000 2
2.00 2.0000 2
2.50 2.5009 1
_.00 3.0000 1
4.00 4.0000 1
5.00 4.66_0 1
6.00 4. 7210 1
7.00 4.7386 l
8.0 n 4.7448 I
q.00 4.7470 L
10.00 4.7479 1
12.00 4.748? 1
15.00 4.7493 1
20.00 4.7483 1
25.00 4.7483 I
TRANSI 4.5785
ADHESIVE-BONDED OOLI_LE-LAP JOINTS (ELASTIC-Pt &STIC ANALYSISI
NON-DIMENSIONALIZED FORmULaTION
PLASTIC Trl ELASTIC ADHESIVE SHEAR STRAIN RATIq = 5.0
THERMAL _ISMATCH COEFFICIENT = 1.00@ FUR TENSION_ : -1.000 FOR COMPRESSI[IN
0 = BOTH ENDS EQUALLY CRITICAL
NAN-OIUENSIDNALITED JOINT STRENGTH , I = SOFT FT END CRITICAL
2 = S[IFE ET END CRITICal
EXTENS[JNAL STIFFNESS (THICKNESS) RATIO
0.2 0.3 n.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 O.8 o.q
0."_ 2
0.1090 2
0.15o0 2
0.330 ¢` 2
O.5nq_ 2.
O. 79 _ 2
I .CS(;r 2
1.23_a ?
1.5000 2
I • 700 _ ?
2.qOC r 2
2.50C6 2
3.0000 I
4.030C l
5.0000 2
s. 1 326 1
5.1636 1
5.17_.0 1
5.1778 I
5.1792 [
5.LTqQ 1
5.1799 1
5.17g9 l
5.1790 l
4. )947
0.C 2
O. L0(_O 2
O. 150C 2
_.2CCC 2
9.3000 2
9.5000 2
.700C ,:2'
I.CCLC 2
I.TCC0 2
1 • 50C '_ 2
1. z('CO 2
2.0000 2.
2. 5000 2
3.00O0 2
4.9000 I
_.COOC i
5.52_0 1
5.5_30 1
5.601/ I
5 50P0 l
5 6103 1
5 6LL4 1
5 51L6 1
5 _116 1
5 6116 1
5.4110
O.q 2
0. lO:_h 2
0.1500 ?
0.20r'0 2
0. ]CO0 2
0.5OC9 2
n.7coo 2
1 3000 2
1 200n 2
L 5C_C 2
' 7000 2
2 90no 2
2 5600 2
3.0000 2
_..OCCO
5.0900 1
5. q_68 1
5.9<)61 1
6.0207 L
6.037_ 1
.3411.q _0
_.0433 1
6.0433 1
6.04_3 1
5. _272
O.O 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.O 2
0.LEO0 2 0.IOO0 2 O.1000 2 0.LO00 2 O.tO00 2
0.1500 2 0.1500 2 0.I500 2 0.1500 2 0.1500 2
C.2C(?O 2 C.2Cr_O 2 ).2999 2 0.2009 2 0.2000 2
0.3000 2 0.3000 2 0.3000 2 0.3000 2 0.3000 2
0.5000 2 0.5000 2 O._O00 2 0.5000 2 0.5000 2
0.76_O 2 6.70,0") 2 r'.7300 2 0.70'00 2 O.7000 2
1,0000 2 L,O000 2 1,09n0 2 l,O00C 2 1,0000 2
1.2000 2 1.2000 2 1.2000 2 1.2")30 2 1.2000 2
1,5000 2 1.5CqO 2 1.5000 2 1,5C30 2 1,509n 2
1.7000 2 1.7000 2 1.7000 2 1.7C00 2 1.7000 ?
2.0000 2 2.0009 2 2.0000 2 2.0000 2 2.0000 2
2,50r9 2 2.5_00 2 _,50C0 2 2,5000 2 2,5000 2
3.0000 2 3.OnO0 2 _.ono0 2 3.0000 2 3.0000 2
4.000 n 2 4.0"00 2 _._noo 2 4.0000 2 4.0000 2
5,0000 2 5,r'Ct'O 2 5.C,2.}n 2 4,9345 2 4,7142 2
6,0000 1 5,8022 2 5,47_5 2 5,1245 2 4,_315 2
b.393_ 1 6.o739 2 5.57L,_ 2 5.L_LI 2 4.8&_5 2
6,4473 1 6, L421 2 5.6075 2 S.2010 2 4,8829 2
6.465n I 6.1647 2 5.61u3 2 5.2082 2 4.8_78 2
6.4713 1 6.1729 2 5.62_6 2 5.21.09 2 4.88q6 2
6.4744 I 6.1770 2 5.6257 2 5.2122 2 4.8_05 2
6.4749 1 6.1776 2 5.6261 2 5i2124 2 4.8906 2
6.4740 L 6.1777 2 5,6261 2 5,2124 2 4,8906 2
6,4749 I 6,1777 2 5,6261 2 5,2124 2 4,8906 2
6.2434 5.7661 5.2512 4.8651 4.5649
I.O
0.O 2
O. 1000 2
0.1590 2
0.2009 2
O. 3000 2
0.5000 2
O. 7000 2
1,0000 2
[, 2000 2
L • 517_0 2
L • 7000 2
2.0000 2
2. 5000 2
3.0000 2
4.0000 2
4,5079 2
4.5903 2
4,6178 2
4.6276 2
4.6312 2
4.6325 2
4.633t 2
4.6332 2
4.6332 2
4.6332 2
4.3246
SCALED
LIT
RAT TO
0.0
O.IO
0.15
0.20
0.30
0.50
0.70
I .O0
l .20
1.5C
1.70
2.00
2.50
3 .DO
4.00
S.00
b.O0
7.OO
8,00
9.OO
10. O0
12.00
15.00
20.00
2_.00
O.I
AOHESIVE-RONDEO DOUBLE-LAP JOINTS (ELASTIC-PLASTIC AN&LYSISI
NON-DIHENSIONALIZEO FQRMULATInN
"PLASTIC TO ELASTIC AOHESIVE SHEAR STRAIN RATIt) = 5.0
THERMAL MISMATCH COEFFICIENT = 1,000 FOR TENSION, : -1,000 FOR CUMPRFSSION
O = BOTH ENDS EOU&LLY {RITICAL
AVERAGE SHEAR STRESS / MAXIMUM SHEAR STRESS , I = SOFT ET END CRITICAL
2 = STIFF FI END CRITICAL
EXTENSIONAL STIFENFSS (IHICKNESSI RATIO
0.2. 6.3 0.4 0.5 9.6 0.7 0.8 O.q
l,OaO00 2 1,00)00 2 l.O@OnO 2
1,00000 2 L,O000 _ Z L.eOOOa 2
1,00000 2 1,0330C 2 1,000 _a
1.00000 2 1,0o300 _ 1,0"000 2
1.00000 2 l.OOqOe Z t.nOOOC 2
l.O00nO 2 l.OGOCO 2 1.0_0_0 2
1.00000 2 i.C_30[ l 2 1.00000 2
l.O000g 2 I,OCOOO 2 1,00000 >
1.00000 2 t,C000n ? L.CCOC9 2
1,o0000 2 1.90390 ? 1,_000C 2
1,00000 2 L,00000 2 1.0000,0 2
1.00_00 2 L.COo00 2 1,0_000 2
I.O0370 1 I._030n 2 1,0C[00 2
1.00000 1 1.00000 I l.nOPo0 ?
1,0000_ 1 1,00300 l 1,00090 L
0.03260 I l._??CO 2 1.0e900 L
0.78684 L 0.8554_ 1 0.92133 t
0.67695 1 0./376_ 1 0,7q760 L
0.59310 I 0.64576 I C.70(,71 t
0.52744 L 0.5753[ 1 0.62311 1
0.47478 1 0,51702 I 0.55103 1
0._q569 0.} 43165 1 9.46762 !9.31%55 0.3453_ 1 0.37411 li
0.23741 l O.?5900 1 0.28058 L
0.18993 I C.20729 L ¢.29446 I
1,00000 2 [,000'30 2
L.nO0#O 2 I,NOOCO 2
1,3_n90 2 1,O0000 2
1,00_00 2 L,0300C 2
1,_0000 ? 1,00000 2
1._90_0 2 1.00000 2
L.03000 2 I.COOnO 2
t._rO00 2 l.OOOnO 2
1.0_000 2 1.00000 2
t,rO0CO 2 1,0003C 2
1,C0000 2 l,OC0qO 2
1,00000 2 1,00000 2
1,C0030 2 1,O0000 2
1,00000 2 I,OC0O0 2
1.00900 2 1.0OOO0 2
1.00090 L l.nOnO0 2
0,9_L14 I 1.00000 I
0,85650 [ 0,91140 1
0.75334 1 0,8059I I
0._73a1 1 0.71833 1
0._0411 1 0.64713 1
C.5r358 1 C,_954 I
0.40288 L 0.43166 1
0.30216 I 0.32375 1
0,24173 L 0.25000 1
.00000 ? 1,00330
,OOCOn 2 L,00000
,3000_ 2 L,9_3d0
.00000 2 L,OU)On
,00000 2 1,000e0
• qeO00 2 I.n93]0
,CCO0g 2 L.O0000
,_0000 2 L,00390
000_0 2 1.003LO
OOCO0 2 1,00300
00000 2 1,00000
00000 2 1.OC300
00000 2 1,00930
0,0000 2 L,OOJ0n
OOCO0 2 1,00000
0_CO0 2 1.00,090
O.gBn3R 2 0.q1328
9,86840 2 0.Tg63g
0.76776 2 0.700_4
o,6a496 2 0,62436
0.61722 2 0.56236
5L475 2 0.46_L
6:411_4 2 0.37537
o,_08as 2 0,2813o
C.24Tlt 2 o.22so4
l.O
2 1,OO00n 2 1,00000 2 L,O0000 2
2 1,00000 2 L,O0000 2 1,00000 2
2 1,r0000 2 1.00000 2 l. OCO_O 2
2 I.O0000 2 t,00000 2 1,O0000 2
2 1,000,00 2 1,09000 2 1,00000 ?
2 1.00300 2 L,CO00n 2 L.O0000 2
2 l,C0000 2 L.O0000 2 l.O0000 2
2 1,00000 2 1,o0000 2 1,00900 2
2 1.00n30 2 I.OOC00 2 L.CCO00 2
2 1,00000 2 1.00000 2 1.0_000 2
2 1,00030 2 1,00000 2 l,O0000 2
2 1,00000 2 L,OC000 2 1,00000 2
2 1,00003 2 1,C0000 2 t,00000 2
2 1,000o0 2 L.O0000 2 l,O0000 2
2 1.00000 2 L.O_OnO 2 L,30000 2
2 0,98689 2 0,942_3 2 0,g0159 2
2 0.85408 2 0.80525 2 0.76504 2
2 0.74016 2 0.60564 2 0.65968 2
2 0,65013 2 0.61037 2 0,57845 2
2 0.57860 2 0.54300 2 0.51457 2
2 0,52100 2 0,4RRq6 2 0,46325 2
0.43435 0.40754 2 0.39610 2740 _ 0.32604 0,30888
2 0.26062 2 0.24453 2 0.23166 2
2 0.20850 2 0.19563 2 0. L8533 2
I05
SCALED
L/T
R_TIO
0.0
O. I0
0.15
0.20
0.30
0.50
0.70
1.¢0
1 .20
1.50
1.70
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5 .CO
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.0:)
I0.00
12.00
15.00
20.00
25.00
TR&NSL 2.3785
0.1 0.2 C.3
0.0 I 0.0 l _.0
0.1090 1 _. I ]F-lJ I O.1600
0.1500 l O.ISO£ 1 3.15r0
0.2000 1 0.?3nC I n.?00C
0.%c_o I 0.3)0" 1 "]._?n
O.SOOO I 0.5000 I O.SOOC
0.7000 1 0.70C0 I 3.700C
L.O000 1 l.n090 1 1.C'_30
1.2000 I 1.2_nq [ 1.7000
1.5000 1 1.5200 I 1._00 r
1.70q0 [ 1 733( I 1.79",<
2.0000 1 20nOO I Z.rO00
2.4175 L 2 50nO ' 1 P.S0CC
2.4817 1 2 _40 1 2.87r/
2.5262 1 2 7493 1 2.06(_1
2.5404 1 2 7591 1 2.9967
2.5454 1 2 775C I 3.,"062
2.5472 1 2.7T85 1 3.00_
2.5479 l 2.7794 1 J,oloq
2.5481 I _.7798 L ]._Ll3
2.54_2 1 2.7T9 q 1 3.0115
2'.5483 1 ?.7799 l ).rill6
2.5483 l 2.1739 1 3.011_
2.54B3 L 2.7799 I 3.0116
2.5483 I 2.7799 l 3.0116
2.5947 2.811_'
ADHESIVE-BONDEr) oqUP, LE-LAP JrJlNTS IFLASTIC-PLAST[C ANALYSIS|
NqN-O[MENSICNALIZED FtlR'4ULAIION
PLASTIC TO ELASTIC ADHESIVE SMEAR STRAIN RATIO = 5.0
THERMAL MIS_&TC_ CCEFFICIEN "r = -I..000 |:OR Tt=N,SION, 1.000 FOR COWPRESSION
0 = BOTH ENOS EQUALLY CRITICAL
I = SOFT ET END CRITICAL
NDN-DIMENSION&LIZ[O JOINT STRFNC, TH , 2 = STIFF ET ENf) CRITICAL
EXTENSIONAL STIFFNESS ITHICKNESSI qATIq
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 O.B 0.9 1.0
0.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 I 0.0 l 0.0 1 0.0 I O.C I
Q.ICCO 1 0.1000 l 0.1000 1 0.1000 I 0.1000 I 0.1000 1 0.1000 l
h.tSqC 1 0.150g2 [ 0.150_ 1 0.1500 l 0.1500 [ O.lSOr _ t 0.1500 1
3.2000 l 0.2000 t 0.2000 1 0.2000 L 0.2000 1 0.2000 1 0 2000 1
0.3030 I 0.3000 I 0.0nO0 t 0.3003 I 0.3000 l 0.3000 t 0 3ottO l
0.50"_0 1 0.500"_ 1 0.5003 1 C.500O 1 O.SOOn I 0.5000 L 0 5000 1
n. IC30 1 C.7000 I 2.1000 1 0.7200 I O.TJCO I 0.7000 l 0 7000 1
L.3C'C' L I.O00C 1 1.0030 [ 1.O00G l 1.90cJ 1 l.O000 1 1 0000 1
1.?t'O0 t 1.2000 1 1.2000 I 1.2030 1 1.2300 1 [.2000 1 1 2000 1
.5000 1 1.5_00 1 1.5000 1 1.53"_C 1 1.50C0 I 1.500 n 1 l 500C, 1
1.7(_l]O L 1.7030 I t.70OO 1 1.7000 1 L.7_00 L 1.7090 1 t 7000 l
2.0000 1 2.0000 1 Z.OOO0 1 2.0030 1 2.on0q [ 2.0000 l 2 0000 1
2.5030 1 2.500r_ t 2.5000 1 2.5000 l 2.5003 I 2.5000 1 2 5'300 1
3.00_ L 3.0C00 1 3 . OOl_ 0 l _.0000 1 3.0000 1 3 _000 1%.303C l _n
3.182-_ 1 3.0g_R [ 3.5040 1 ].TqO& I _.96_[ l 4.00_ I 4.0 (%00 [
_.2229 I 3.4473 [ _.b6ql l 3.8_7b I 4.1014 l 4.30o0 1 4.507q 1
_.2359 I 3.4650 [ 3.6932 [ 3.9203 I 4.145_ 1 4._606 [ 4.5903 L
_.2406 1 3.4713 I 3.7017 1 I.g3L7 1 4.1612 1 4.3899 I 4.6178 1
3.2423 1 3.4736 1 3.7048 l 3.935q I 4.1667 [ 4.307% I 4.6276 [
{.7429 I 3.4744 I 3.7C59 L 3.9)74 1 4.16¢17 1 4.4C00 ] 4.6312 1
%.2431 I 3.474_ I 3.7064 1 1.9_79 1 4.1695 1 4.4010 1 4.6325 t
3.2433 I 3.4749 1 3.7066 L ].g3_2 1 4.1699 1 4.4CIS 1 4.63-_l 1
3.2433 1 3.4749 1 3.7C66 1 3.g3_3 1 4.1699 1 4.4016 1 4.6%32 1
3.2433 1 3.4749 I 3.706b I 3.93R3 l 4.1699 1 4.4016 I 4.6332 1
3.2433 1 3.474q 1 3.7066 1 3.9383 1 4.1699 1 4.4016 ] 4.5332 1
3.9272 3.2434 3.4596 3.6759 ].R921 4.1083 4.3246
SCALED
LIT
RATIO O.L
AOHESIVE-BONEO DOUBLE-LAP JOINTS (ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS)
NqN-DIMENSIONALIZFD FORMULATION
PLASTIC TQ ELASTIC ADHESIVE SHFAR STPAIN RATIO = 5.0
THERMAL MISMATCH COEFFICIENT = -1.000 FOR TENSION, = 1.30n FOR COMPRESSION
0 = BOTH ENDS FqUALLY CRITICAL
I = SOFT ET EN_ CRITICAL
AVERAGE SHEAP STPFSS I M&XI_U_ SHEAR STPF_S , 2 = STIFF ET FN0 CRITICAL
EXTENSIONAL STIFFNESS {THICKNFSS| RATIO
0.2 (%.3 _.4 0.5 0._ 0.7 0.8 o.q 1.0
1._OrC 1 [._n_o 1 .O000C l l. O00nO 1 1.2000n 1 1.00000
l.n0C_O 1 1.0_000 1 L.CO000 1 [.OOOO0 1 l.CO¢O0 1 l.O00003.0 1.000eO L I.Cn_r0.10 l.Oe900 1 I.tO00C
0.15 1.00000 1 l.Or0nL
0.20 l.nOOCO I L.nronr
0.30 1.00000 l [.O00On
0.50 1.00000 t I.(%_o2r
0.70 1.000_0 l 1.r0973
1.00 !.00000 t l.nOoqr
1.20 1.00o00 1 1.o0_0¢
1.59 !.00000 I I.r¢0_ _
L.70 L.OO000 1 1.03000
2.00 L.O0000 1 1.033n0
2.50 0.q66q_ 1 t.r_O 'r
_.00 0.R2723 1 0.49%50
4.00 0.S3156 1 0.6_73?
5.00 0.50808 1 0.553R2
6.00 0.42424 1 0.4_267
7.00 0.3638g I 0.39S9_
8.00 0.31849 1 0.3_743
9.00 0.2_3L3 1 0.393R6
I0.00 0.25482 I O.277gq
12.CO 0.2|2_6 I 0.23[66
1_.00 O.|6q_q [ 0.1RS33
20.00 0.12741 I 0.13900
25.00 0.10193 l 0.1112C
l.OeOCO 1 l.COCnO 1
I.P¢OOC 1 1.0_¢30 1
I.OCOOC 1 l._OehO l
I.CnO_C l l.OrCO0 1
I.COC'_O 1 I.DCrCO I
I.COOO0 1 1._0000 t
l.CRCO0 1 1.O00CO 1
l.n_coe 1 1.00_:_0 L
1.600_0 L 1.0nooo 1
l.COCeO L 1.00000 l
I."CC_O 1 1.0_' "0 1
.0000(% I 1.00003 1 1.00000 1 1.00000
.O000r 1 1.00003 I 1.0n030 1 1.00300
.90000 1 l.OC"OO 1 I.(%3000 l 1.00090
.0_00 n t 1.00000 | 1.COOCO ! 1.003n0
.00_00 1 1.00(%q0 I l.ro00o I 1.00300
.00000 l 1.0oo00 t 1._0o)0 l l.OO3Oo
.0000o L 1.00(%30 L L.03000 1 1.03300
.3?009 1 1.00003 1 [.0¢),]0 1 [-C n000
.00060 l l.O000) 1 1.03000 l 1.00000
.00000 1 1.00000 1 l.O_O00 l 1.00(%03
l.OC000 I 1.00r33 1 1.033_ n I 1.0 tO00
0.05£"l l 1.00030 l .OCO00 l l.nO000 1 L.03000 1 [.00000
L 0.74228 1 0.70614 1 0.84844 1 q.9905[ 1 0.045L6 1 o.gq57R
C.59934 1 6.64459 I 0.6£946 1 3,73383 1 0.77751 1 0._2020
3.5O104 l C.53g32 1 0.57750 1 0.61553 t 0.653_8 l 0.b90_7
| 0.42qQ5 1 C.46294 1 0.49590 1 0.52_R2 1 0.56167 1 0.59445
].326_6 1 0.40529 1 0.43420 1 3.46_1,) [ t.40198 | 0.52084
L 0._3459 L 0.36032 I 0.3_605 I 0.41177 I (%.4_74g 1 3.46319
_.3_115 I R.32431 I ¢,34749 1 0.37064 L 0.3937q 1 0,416_5
C.25007 1 0._7027 L 0.2R958 L ¢2.3(%888 1 0.32818 l 0.3674q
0.200/? l 0.21622 I 0.23166 1 0.24711 l 0.26255 1 0.27799
1 0.15058 I 0.[_216 l 0.17375 I 0.[8533 10.igb91 1 0.20850
0.|2046 1 0.12973 1 0.1_gCO 1 0.14R26 l 0.|5753 l 0.16600
1.00000 L L.OOC09 1
1.oono0 l i.cnooo 1
l.O00OO 1 l.O0000 1
1.00000 I I.O0000 I
1.00000 I l._OOnO 1
1.00000 l l. O0000 L
l.O00n0 l I.:30000 L
l.nO000 1 1.00000 L
1.00000 l 1.00000 l
L.00000 I l. O000_ l
l.O0000 1 1.00000 1
L.O0000 l 1.00000 t
L.OnO00 I 1.00000 l
I.O0000 l 1.00000 l
l.O_O00 l 1.00000 l
0,8618l 1 0.qC159 |
0.72_23 1 0.76504 1
0.62713 l 0.65968 L
0.54967 1 0.57845 L
0.4R880 1 0.51457 1
0.4401_ 1 0.4632_ I
0.36679 1 3._8_I0 L
0.29344 I 0._0888 I
0.22009 1 0.23L66 l
0.17606 l 0.18533 1
I06
